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1. Relator Joseph M . Thomas brings this action on behalf of the United States of

America under the False Claims Act CFCA''), 31 U.S.C. jj 3729-33, against Defendants Duke

University, Duke University Health System, Inc. (çCDUHS''I, William M . Foster, Ph.D.

(lGFoster''l, and Erin N. Potls-Kant Cpotts-Kanf'l to recover losses sustained by the Public

HeaIth Service (t$PHS''), the National Institutes of Health ($$N111,'), the Environmental Protection

Agency CEPA''), and other Federal agencies responsible for administering scientitk research

grants.

1. Introduction

M edical research seeks to improve public health and medical treatment. Bec'ause

it advances the public good, much of medical research is ftmded by the United States

govermnent (the trovernmenf '). Public research dollars, however, are scarce, and th: pant

process is highly competitive. Public Fants can only be awarded to the most deserving resemch
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projects. And once received, public grant funds must be spent responsibly.

Defendants have abused the public trust. n ey have engaged in systematic

research m isconduct and gaud, and failed to comply with the terms, conditions, and assurances

of their grant awards. Between 2006 and the present, the Defendants used false and/or fabricated

research results to obtain millions of dollars in medical research grants from the NIH, the EPA

and other federal agencies, and the Defendants used grant funds to generate false and/or

fabricated research results. AAer M arch 2013, Duke University, DUHS and Foster attempted to

conceal and minimize the extent of the wrongdoing.

4. n ese research results were false, fabricated, and/or fraudulent because they were:

(i) simply made up; (ii) reported data that had been knowingly manipulated; or (iii) based on

experiments that had been knowingly done incorrectly. Duke University also made numerous

certifications- including certitications of accuracy and completeness of the grant documents and

certitkations of compliance with its policies and federal regulations governing research

misconduct- to obtain and maintain the grant funding. These certitkations were false when

made.

The fraudulent research was conducted by Potts-Kant, working under the primary

supervision of Foster. Its scope was vast, in part because Foster runs a laboratory which

functions as an experimental hub for research across Duke University and for researchers at other

institutions.

The research misconduct and fraud perpemated itself. During the relevant years,

researchers at Duke University- including, most prominently, Foster and Potts-Kant- authored

numerous scientific publications based on fraudulent research funded by public grants. 'Fhese

publications were used to justify future grant awards, money which would then be spent on more

fraudulent research.

During these years, Defendants Foster, Duke University, and DUHS received

2
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warnings and allegations that the research results reported by Potts-lfant and the airway

physiology laboratory supervised by Defendant Foster were the result of research misconduct.

Nothing was done to address the sim ation, until Potts-Kant's embezzlement of Duke University

dollars (a wholly separate fraud), sparked an intemal review of Potts-Kant's reported research

results in M aroh 2013.

8. After M arch 2013, Defendants intentionally concealed the full extent of the

research fraud. Defendants withheld information from the government, as well as 9om other

researchers and scientitic journals. Duke University continued to submit grant applications and

progress reports that included false, fabricated, and/or fraudulent research results.

The grant fraud perpetrated by the Defendants has substantially damaged the

integrity of the NIH grant process and the grant processes of other federal agencies. n e

Defendants' improper acts have also damaged the scientitk community tllrough the continued

diversion of scarce grant funds away from universities performing honest research and through

the publication of fraudulent research. The Defendants' actions since M arch 2013 seeking to

conceal their fraud have caused these negative impacts to ripple And worsen, as this fraudulent

research continues to be cited and, relying upon this fraudulent research, other scientists have

embarked down fruitless avenues of study.

10. Under the FCA, Defendants are liable to the United States for the ill-gotten and

misspent grant funds, trebled, as well as other damages and civil penalties.

H . Jurisdiction and Venue

1 1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. j 1331 and 31 U.S.C.

jj 3732 and 3730(b).

12. This Court has personal jurisdiction of the Defendants under 31 U.S.C. j 37324a)

because Defendants Duke University and DUHS both can be found in and transact business in

the W estem District of Virginia. Among other things, Duke University solicited and elzrolled
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students from the Distric: advertised in the District, participated in academ ic activities in the

District, and participated in athletic activities in the District during all times relevant hereto.

Likewise, DIJHS transacted business at its Cardiovascular Surgery of Danville clinic in Danville,

Virginia.

Venue is proper in this judicial district under 31 U.S.C. j 3732(/) because, at all

tim es material and relevant hereto, Defendants Duke'university and DUHS transacted business

in the W estern District of Viyginia.

14. Thomas's claims and this Amended Complaint are not based on allegations or

transactions which are the subject of a civil suit or an administrative civil money penalty

proceeding in which the govemment is already a party, as enumerated in 31 U.S.C. j 3730(e)(3).

15. To the extent that there has been a public disclosure unknown to Thomas, he is the

GGoriginal source'' and meets the requirements of 31 U.S.C. j 3730(e)(4)(B). Thomas has direct

and independent knowledge of the information upon which the allegations are based, and he has

voluntarily provided this information to the governm ent, prior to fling this action under seal, as

required by 31 U.S.C. j 3730(b)(2), before publicly proceeding with this action.

IH. Parties and Other Key Players

A. Joseph M . Thomas

16. Thomas is a resident of North Carolina. At all times relevant hereto, he was an

employee of Duke University.

From August 2008 until February 2012, Thomas worked in the Cell Biology

Department of the Duke University M edical Center.

18. ln February 2012, n omas moved to the laboratory of Dr. M onica Kraft in the

Pulmonary, Asthma and Critical Care Division (the ççpulmonary Divisiono). By that point,

Thomas was employed as a Laboratory Research M alyst 11. In that capacity, he developed,

designed, and conducted experiments for the Pulmonary Division.

4
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B. Duke University

19. Defendant Duke University is a private university located in Durham, North

Carolina. Duke University holds itself out as one of the premier research instimtions in the

United States. lt annually receives hundreds of millions of dollars in F ant funding from the

federal govemment.

è. ocks

20. Defendant DUHS is a health-care-services company located in Durham, North

Carolina. DUHS is a subsidiary of Duke University, and it runs the Duke University M edical

Center.

2 1 .

duties, and employment activities between Duke University and DUHS.

Employees of Duke University and DUHS share cross-appointm ents, emplom ent

D. Erin N. Potts-lfant

22. Defendant Potts-Kant was an employee of Duke University and/or DUHS. She

was hired in or about 2005 and worked with Defendant Foster in his Airway Physiology

Laboratory (the EToster Lab''). Potts-Kant was approximately 25 years old when she began

working for Duke University.

Potts-Kant subsequently served as the Clinical Research Coordinator 11 in the

Pulmonary Division. The Job Description for this position is attached as Exhibit A. Among

other things, it called for the Clinical Research Coordinator 11 to:

Rcoordinate and participate in a variety of complex activities involved in the

collection, compilation, documentation and analysis of clinical research datm''

b. Gslelnsure compliance with protocol guidelines and requirements of regulatory

agencies; identify problems and/or inconsistencies.''

llgejvaluate and interpret collected clinical data in conjunction with principal

investigatorts) as appropriate; prepare oral presentations or written reports and
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analyses setting forth progress, trends and appropriate recommendations or

conclusions.''

d. supervise and train more junior personnel, and tçllplrovide guidance to lower

level personnel involved in planning, implementation and evaluation of

clinical studies-''

E. W illiam M ichael Foster, Ph.D.

24. Defendant Foster is a Research Professor of M edicine in the Pulmonary Division.

Foster was Potts-Kant's direct supervisor, including for Potts-Kant's work in the Foster Lab.

Foster is an employee of Duke University, and may have a cross-appointment with DUHS.

25. Duke University, DUHS, and Foster him self all held Foster out as a leading

authority on research into factors that affect airway inflammation, including the design of

experiments to evaluate respiratory resistance in mice; the conduct of such experiments; the

proper methods of delivering intlammatory agents; and the interpretation of the resulting data.

F. Other Key Players

(i) The Foster Lab
'

26. The Foster Eab primarily studied the effects of pathogens, chemicals,

m edications, and environmentl factors on the airways of laboratory m ice, with the ultim ate goal

of treating hum an pulmonary diseases.

27. The Foster Lab operated as a Eçcore laboratory'' for Duke University, meaning that

many other laboratories and researchers, both internally within Duke University and from fellow

research institutions, would submit experiments to the Foster Lab to conduct on their behalf

28. In tul'n, researchers in the Foster Lab asked to be credited as co-authors on the

publications stemming âom their work, and, in some ins/nces, to receive funding from fellow

researchers' grants.

6
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(ii) The Pulmonary Division

The Pulmonary Division is within the Department of M edicine, and made up of

several researchers who possess either a PIZ.D. or an M .D, or both. These researchers are called

ifprincipal Investigators,'' because they direct, manage, and supervise the research performed in

the laboratories at Duke University. Principal Investigators are also the agents by which Duke

University applies for and receives federal grant funding.

30. The Foster Lab's research misconduct and gaud directly affected research

conducted for Principal Investigators within the Pulmonary Division. The instimtional chart

attached as Exhibit A-1 sets out the relationships among Duke University, DUHS, and the

relevant employees within the Pulmonary Division. M any of these individuals and relationships

are also addressed below.

31. Foster is a Principal Investigator for the Pulmonary Division.

32. Dr. M onica (Kraft waj a Principal lnvestigator for the Pulmonary Division, and

became Division Chief in late 2012.

Dr. Paul W . Noble was a Principal lnvestigator for the Pulmonary Division, and

was Division Chief until leaving the Division in late 2012.

Dr. John W . Hollingsworth was a Principal lnvestigator for the Pulmonary

Division, and worked closely with Foster and Potts-Kant. Dr. Hollingsworth supervised Potts-

Kant on significant research projects.

35. Dr. Loretta G. Que is a Principal Investigator for the Pulmonary Division, and

worked closely with Foster and Potts-Kant.

36. Dr. Jerry Eu was a Principal Investigator for the Pulmonary Division.

37. Dr. Julia K. W alker was a Principal Investigator for the Pulmonary Division.

38. Dr. Julie G. Ledford was an Assistant Research Professor, who worked for Dr.

Kraft.

7
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39. Dr. Jennifer Ingram is an Assistant Research Professor, who worked for Dr. Kraft.

40. Dr. David M . Brass was an Assistant Research Professor in the Pediatrio

Department who worked primarily with Dr. Hollingsworth.

41. Barbara S. Theriot worked in the laboratory of Dr. W alker. She was Potts-Kant's

peer in terms ofjob responsibilities and experience, and also her successor in the Foster Lab.

42. Dave Francisco was a lab analyst, who functioned as Dr. Kraft's lab manager.

Charles Giamberàndino was a Lab Research Analyst.

44. The Pulm onary

(iii) Other Researchers

Division and the Foster Lab also conducted research in

conjunction with other laboratories, physicians, scientists, and researchers outside of the

Pulmonary Division.

45. The Foster Lab's research fraud directly affected research conducted for Principal

Investigators outside of the Pulmonary Division.

46. Among these other Principal Investigators were: Dr. Soman Abraham

O epartment of lmmunology, Pathology, and Molecular Genetics and Microbiology); Dr. Jo Rae

i Dr Mary Sunday (Department of Pathology); Dr.Wright (Department of Cell Biology); .

Michael Soee'' Gunn (Department of Medicine, Cardiology). Dr. Richard L. Auten (Department

of Pediatrics); Donald N. Cook (Department of Immunology); Njira L. Lugogo (Assistant

Professor of Medicine); and Amy M. Paswa (Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery).

IV. Legal Fram ework

The FCA

47. The FCA provides, in part, that any person who:

(a)(1)(A) knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or fraudulent
claim for payment or approval;

1 Dr. W right pmssed away in 2012.

8
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(a)(1)(B) lcnowingly makes, uses or causes to be made or used, a false record or
statement material to a false or fraudulent claim;

(a)(1)(G) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or
sOtement m aterial to an obligation to pay or transmit money or
property to the Government, or knowingly conceals or knowingly and
improperly avoids or decreases an obligation to pay or transmit money
or propeo  to the Govemment.

Eorl

is liable to the United States Governm ent for a civil penalty of not less than
$5,000 and not more than $10,000, as adjusted by the Federal Civil Penalties

2 l 3 times the amount of damages which theIntlation Adjustment Act of 1990, p us
Govem ment susuins because of the act of that person.

331 U .S.C. j 3729.

48. For purposes of the FCA, the terms Gçknowing'' and ûçknowingly'' fsmean that a

person, with respect to information- ti) has actual knowledge of the information; (ii) acts in

deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the information; or (iii) acts in recldess disregard of

the truth or falsity of the information-'' 31 U.S.C. j 3729(b)(1)(A). No proof of a specitk intent

4to defraud is required to show knowledge. 31 U.S.C. j 3729(b)(1)(B).

49. In relevant part, for pup oses of the FCA, the term Gçclaim'' means Giany request or

demand, whether under a contract or otherwise, for money or propeo  and whether or not the

United States has title to the money or property, that--ti) is presented to an ofticer, employee, or

agent of the United States-'' 31 U.S.C. j 3729(b)(2).

50. For purposes of the FCA, ltthe tenn Ematerial' means having a natural tendency to

intluence, or be capable of hltluencing, the payment or receipt of money or property.'' 31 U.S.C.

. j 3729(b)(4)).

2 The civil penalty range has been increased to $5,500 to $1 1,000.
3 O M a 20 2009 the FCA was amended pursuant to the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009n y 

, ,

CFERA''), Public Law 1 1 1-21. To the extent wrongdoing occurred prior to May 20, 2009, this Amended Complaint
should be deemed to include applicable violations of the Federal False Claims Act prior to the 2009 amendments.

4 U less othem ise specified use of Kknow '' Kknew '' Kknowing '' Ilknowinglyy'' or Kknowledge'' in this Amendedn N y y y
Complaint refers to this statutory definition, and thus one or more of the ways to esàblish knowledge under the
FCA.

9
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For purposes of the FCA, the term tKobligation'' means çtan established duty,

whether or not fixed, arising from an express or implied contractual, grantor-grantee, or licensor-

licensee relationship, f'rom a fee-based or similar relationship, from shtute or regulation, or from

the retention of any overpayment.'' 31 U.S.C. j 3729(b)(3).

B. M H Grants

(i) The relationship among NWI, PHS, and HHS.

52. The PHS is a division of the Department of Health and Human Services (::HHS''),

and works to adm inister HHS programs.

53. The M H is an HHS agency division and component of the PHS.

54. The NIH is made up of multiple institutes and centers, each with a specitk

research agenda. NIH institmes include the National Cancer Instimte ((1NCI''), the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Instimte (GçNHLBl''), the National Institme of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (ççNIAID''), the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human

Development ICGM CID ''I the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (ICNIEHS'')7 #

and the National lnstitute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (1WIDDK'').

(ii) The purpose of NIH grants.

55. The NlH invests over $30 billion annually for medical research on behalf of the

American people.

56. Through a com petitive application process, the Nlll awards grants to research

institutions like Duke University.

ln addition to directly funding scientific research in grants, N1H includes a

substantial GGindirect cost'' am ount within grant awards to reimburse institutions for administering

the grants. Among the indirect cosis are the costs of complying with PHS regulations, including

fostering an environment of research integrity and dealing forthrightly with allegations of

research misconduct as required under 42 C.F.R. Part 93.

10
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58. The NIEI GGis the steward of medical and behavioralresearch'' for the llnited

States. @ IH Granis Policy Statement (2013), Part 1, j 2, ûç'l'he National Institutes of Health as a

,, 1..28 lsGrant-Making Organization p. .

59. The M H seeks to

administration processes by relying on a system of checks and balances and separation of

Giensure integrity and accountability in its grant award and

responsibilities within its own staff and by establishing a sim ilar set of expecttions for pantee

organizations-'' @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part 1, j 2.1, KRoles and Responsibilities,'' p. 1-

28.)

(iii) Grantee institutions must foster research integrity, protect against research
misconduct, and safeguard public funds.

60. GWIH grants are subject to requirements intended to ensure that recipient

organizations handle their Federal awards responsibly. Grantees are required to adopt and

enforce policies that minim ize the opportunity for improper financial gain on the part of the

organization, its employees, and organizations and individuals whom they may collaborate, and

that limit the potential for research results to be tainted by possible financial or other gain.''

Grants Policy Statement, Part 11, j 4,ç<public Policy Requirements, Objectives and Other

Appropriation Mandates'' p. IIA-3.)

61. No NIH grant funds can be used to disseminate information that is deliberately

false or misleading. @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part 11, j 4.2.3, çrissemination of False or

Deliberately Misleading Information, p. 1G -43.)

62. Strfhe grantee is responsible for the actions of its employees and other research

collaborators, including third parties, involved in the project-'' @ IH Grants Policy Statement,

Part 1I, j 4.1.27, RResearch Misconduct'' p. I1A-40.)

63. N1H grant programs are subject to the HHS, Public Health Service Policies on

5 citations are made to the current NIH Grants Policy Sltement effective October 1, 2013. Upon infonnation and
belief, the NlH Grants Policy Statements eflkctive at other relevant times are subsuntively the same.

11
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Research Misconduct, 42 C.F.R. Part 93 (the lçRegulations'). @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part

RResearçh Misconduct,'' p. 1G-40-41./11 j 4.1.27,

The Regulations define Ifresearch m isconduct'' as:

fabrication, falsifkation or plagiarism in proposing,
performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research
results.

(a) Fabrication is making up data or results and
recording or reporting them .

(b) Falsitication is manipulating research materials,
equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting data or
results such that the research is not accurately
represented in the research record.

(c) Plagiarism is the appropriation of another person's
ideas, processes, results, or words without giving
appropriate credit.

(d) Research misconduct does not include honest error
or differences of opinion.

42 C.F.R. j 93.103.

65. E<ll.esearch m isconduct involving PHS support is contrary to the interests of the

PHS and the Federal govenlment and to the health and safety of the public, to the integrity of

research, and to the conservation of public funds.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.100(a).

66. The Regulations establish an instimtion's çlaffirmative dutv to protect PHS funds

from misuse by ensurinz the integrity of all PHS supported worke and primary responsibility for

responding to and reportinM alleaations of research misconduct.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.1001)

(emphasis added).

67. The Regulations further require that institutions Eifoster a research environment

that discourages misconduct in al1 research and that deals forthrightly with possible misconduct

assoclated with PHS supported research.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.412(a)). See also 42 C.F.R. j

5 The Regulations apply to Gtany research proposed, performed, reviewed, or repoled, or any research record
generated from that research, regardless of whether an application or proposal for PHS funds resulted in a grant,
contrack cooperative agreement, or other form of PHS suppolt'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.102(a)(2).

12
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93.300(c). ln the context of thisregulation, the directive in Sec. 93.3004c) to foster an

environm ent that promotes the responsible conduct of research means an environment that

promotes competent, ethical research that is free of m isconduct. This is directly related to the

purposes of the regulation to establish the responsibilities of institm ions in responding to

research misconduct issues and to promote the integrity of PHS supported research and the

research process.'' Public Health Service Policies on Research M isconduct, Final Rule, 70 Fed.

Reg. 28378 (May 17, 2005) (amending 42 C.F.R. pts. 50 and 93).

(iv) Grantee institutions must maintain an assurance of compliance to receive funds.

68. M  assurance is necessary for a grantee instimtion to be eligible to receive PHS

funding. @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part II, j 4.1.27, GlResearch Miscondud,'' p. lIA-40; see

also 42 C.F.R. j 93.101(d) (grantee institutions must Rprovidlej HHS with the assurances

necessary to permit the institutions to participate in PHS supported research'); 42 C.F.R. j

93.301(a) (PHS grant funds may be paid Sdonly to institutions that have approved assurances and

required renewals on tile with OR1'').

69. An instimtion establishes an assurance when it signs a grant application or a

separate assurance fonn. @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part ll, j 4.1.27, C'Researc,h

Misconduct'' p. IlA-40).

70. To be in compliance under the Regulations, an instimtion must:

(a) Have mitten policies and procedures for addressing
allegations of research misconduct that meet the requirements
of this part;

(b) Respond to each allegation of research misconduct for
which the instimtion is responsible under this part in a
thorough, competent, objective and fair manner, including
precautions to ensure that individuals responsible for carrying
out any part of the research misconduct proceeding do not have
unresolved personal, professional or snancial contlicts of
interest with the complainant, respondent or wimesses;

(c) Foster a research environment that promotes the responsible

13
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conduct of research, research training, and activities related to
that research or research training, discoukages research
m isconduct, and deals promptly with allegations or evidence of
possible research misconduct;

(i) Have an active assurance of compliance.

42 C.F.R. j 93.300.

71 . An institution must also provide an assurance that it: ::()1) (hjas written policies

and procedures in compliance with this part for inquiring into and investigating allegations of

research misconduct; and (2) (clomplies with its own policiés and procedures and the

requirements of this part-'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.30 1(b).

72. An instimtion can only comply with its assurance if it:

(1) Establishes policies and procedures according to this parq
keeps them in compliance with this part, and upon request,
provides them to ORI, other HHS personnel, and m embers of the
public;

(2) Takes a1l reasonable and practical sgecitk steps to foster
research integrity consistent with j 93.300, lncluding-

(i) Informs the instimtion's research members
' participating in or otherwise invol#ed with PHS
supported biom edical or behavioral research, research
training or activities related to that research or research
training, including those applying for support from any
PHS funding component, about its policies and
procedures for responding to allegations of research
misconduct, and the instimtion's commitment to
compliance with the policies and procedures; and

(ii) Complies with its policies and procedures and each
specific provision of this palt

42 C.F.R. j 93.302(/).

73. Each year, a grantee instimtion must file an lnstitutional Assurance and Annual

Report on Possible Research Misconduct (dslnstitutional Assurance and Annual Repof') with the

14
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::ORI'') 7 42 C F R. j 93.302(19.Oftke of Research lntegrity ( . . .

74. A grantee institution maintains its assurance stat'us by filing the Instimtional

Assurance and Annual Report, and by otherwise complying with the Regulations. Grants

Policy Statement, Part II, j 4.1.27, çGResearch Misconduct,'' p. IIA-40).

(v) Grantee institutions must report and respond to allegations of possible research
misconduct.

75. The Regulations impose specific obligations on grantee instimtions to investigate

allegations of research misconduct and to make certain

8circumstances.

disclosures to ORI under specitk

In the Instimtional Assurance and Annual Repolt the institution must disclose to

ORl any allegations made during the preceding calendar year of possible research misconduct.

tForm PHS-6349.) All inquiries or investigations launched or continued in the preceding

calendar year must be reported to 0R1 in the Institmional Assurance and Annual Report. ('Form

P115-6349 jII(B).)

77. The institution must conduct an ûtinquiry'' if an allegation falls within the

definition of research misconduct and is EEsufficiently credible and specitk  so' that potential
. 

'

evidence of research misconduct may be identified.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.307($. K'I'he purpose of an

inquiry is to conduct an initial review of the evidence to determine whether to conduct an

investigation-'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.307(19.

78. Upon completing an inquiry, the instimtion must prepare a written inquiry repolt

42 C.F.R. j 93.30740, including the name and position of the respondent, a description of the

allegations of research misconduct, and the PHS support affected. 42 C.F.R. j 93.3094a). The

1 The Oftke of Research Integrity is part of the HHS. It oversees and directs PHS research interity on behalf of the
Secretary of Hea1th and Human Services.

B The Regulations define an çtallegation'' ms a disclosure of possible research misconduct through any means of
communication, including writlen and oral sttements. 42 C.F.R. j 93.201.

15
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inquiry report m ust specitkally set forth all grant numbers, applications, and publications listing

PHS support that may be affected by the research misconduct. 42 C.F.R. j 93.309(a)(3).

The instimtion must provide 0R.I with a written inquiry report upon finding that

an investigation is warranted. 42 C.F.R. j 93.309. The institution must then conduct an

investigation, which enGils reviewing the research record, conducting interviews, and jursuing

all leads that are relevant to resolving the .merits of the allegation and any additional instances of

research miscondud. See 42 C.F.R. j 93.310.

80. Upon the completion of the investigation, the instimtion must subm it, in writing, a

final institutional investigation report which includes: (a) information of the allegations of

research misconduct;(b) the PHS support including any grant numbers, grant applications,

contracts and publications listing PHS supporq (c) a summary of the research records and

evidence reviewed; and a statement of findings for each separate allegation of research

misconduct identified during the investigation. 42 C.F.R. j 93.313(a)-(9.

The statement of findings must also: (a) identify the nature of the research

misconduct and whether it was intentional, knowing or in reckless disregard; (b) summarize the

facts and analysis which support the conclusion; (c) identify the specific PHS support; (d)

identify whether any publications need correction or retraction; and (e) identify the persons

responsible for the misconduct; and list any current support or known applications or proposals

for support that the respondent has pending with non-PHS federal agencies. 42 C.F.R. j

93.313(9.

82. An instimtion must notify 0Rl ttimmediately'' if it has reason to believe that any

one of seven conditions exist, including:

HHS resources or intereks are threatened-,

(ii) There is a reasonable indication of possible violations of civil or

criminal law; or

16
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(iii) The research community or public should be informed.

42 C.F.R. j 93.318(b), (d), and (g).

83. Once notified of an allegation, OR.I does not need to wait for a pantee instimtion

to conduct an inquiry or investigation before lking action. Rather, KOR1 may respond directly to

any allegation of research misconduct at any time before, during, or after an institution's

response to the matter.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.400(a); sce also 42 C.F.R. j 93.402.

84. Once notified, 0R.I hms broad powers to address an allegation of research

misconduct-.

The 0RI response may include, but is not limited to-

(1) Conducting allegation assessments;

(2) Determining independently if jurisdiction exists under
this part in any matter;

(3) Forwarding allegations of research misconduct to the
appropriate institution or HHS component for inquiry
or investigation;

(4) Recommending that HHS should perform an inquiry or
investigation or issue fmdings and taking a1l
appropdate actions in response to the inquiry,
investigation, or tindings;

(5) Notifying or requesting assistance and information from
PHS funding components or other affected Federal and
state oo ces and agencies or instimtions;

(6) Reviewing an institution's findings and process;

(7) Making a finding of research misconduct; and

(8) Proposing administrative actions to HHS.

42 C.F.R. j 93.400(a); see also 42 C.F.R. j 93.402.

j5 ' In 'any' research miscon'duct proceeedlng OR1 can' rev' iew a grantee's institutional* ,

assurances and compliance with the Regulations. 42 C.F.R. jj 93.400(e)-(9.
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(vi) Grantee institutions must comply with alI terms and conditions of the grant award.

86. Applicants approved for grant funding receive a ttNotice of Award,'' a legally

binding document signed by an NIH Grants M anagement Om cer that contains or references al1

the term s and conditions of the grant. Among the terms and conditions is the NIH Grants Policy

Statement and the Notice of Award. INII-I Grants Policy Statement, Part II, j 3, irverview of

Terms and Conditions,'' p. 11A-1.)

Accordingly, acceptance of an award from the Nll-l obligates the grantee to know

and comply with the terms and conditions of the award.

(vii) Institutional certilkations relating to grant awards.

88. In connection with grant funding, an institution makes certitications related to its

request for, and proposed use of, federal funds.

89. For example, by its signature on the grant application, the grantee instittltion

certifies to the NIH that it has tçthe ability to provide appropriate administrative and scientitk

oversight of the project and agrees to be fully accountable for the appropriate use of any funds

awarded and for the perfonnance of the grant-supported project or activities resulting from the

application.'' (NIH Grants Policy Statement, liart j 2.1.6, ûtegal Implic' ations of

Applications,'' p. 1-36.)

90. By its signamre on the grant application, the grantee institution also certifies that

it Kcomplies, or intends to comply, with all applicable policies, certifications and assurances

referenced (and, in some cases, included) in the application instmctions-'' (M H Grants Policy

Statement, Part Il, j 4, Gpublic Policy Requirements, and Objectives'' p. 1> -3.)

91. The Nll-l grant application form (PHS 398) includes an express certitkation that

reads:

APPLICANT ORGANM ATION CERTIFICATION AND
ACCEPTANCE: l certify that the statements herein are true,

18
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complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge, and accept the
obligation to comply with Public Health Services terms and
conditions if a grant is awarded as a result of this application. 1 am
aware that any false, fktitious, or âaudulent statements or claims
may subject me to criminal, civil, or administrative penalties.

92. Over the time period at issue, the N1H transitioned from the PHS 398 Grant

Application Form to the SF 424 (R&R) Grant Application Form, which allows for the electronic

submission of grant applications. Similar to fonn PHS 398, the SF 424 Form includes an express

certifkation which provides:

By signing this agplication, l certify (1) to the statements contained
in the list of certlficationslj, and (2) that the statements herein are
true, complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. l also
provide the required assurances and agree to comply with any
resulting terms if 1 accept an award. 1 am aware that any false,
fctitious or gaudulent sutements or claims may subject me to
criminal, civil, or administrative penalties. (U.S. Code, Title 18,
Section 1001).

93. The TGlist of certitkations'' and the ltrequired assurances'' referenced in the SF 424

form are set forth in the U.S. Department of Hea1th and Human Services, Public Hea1th Service,

Supplemental Grant lnstnlctions For A1l Competing Applications and Progress Reports (the

çtsupplemental Grant Instructions'). Section 2.7 of the Supplemental Grant lnstructions

provides:

Each institution that receives or applies for a research, research
training, or research-related grant or cooperative agreement under
the Public Health Service Act must certify that the institution has
esublished administrative policies as required by 42 C.F.R. Part
93, Sûpublic Hea1th Service Policies on Research M isconduct.''

The signature of the omcial sigjing for the applicant organization
on the Face Page of the applicatlon (or for electronic applications,
checking the 1çI agree box on line 17 of the SF 424 (R&R) (Cover
Forml serves as certifkation that:

The institution will comply with the requirements of the PHS
regulations for dealing with reporting possible research
misconduct under 42 C.F.R. Part 93;

The institution has established policies and procedures

19
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incorporating the provisions set forth in 42 C.F.R. Part 93;

3. The institm ion will provide its policies and procedures to the
Oftice of Research Integrity upon request; and

4. The institution will submit an Annual Report on Possible
Research Misconduct tForm 6349). A copl of Form 6349,
covering the previous year, will be automatlcqlly sent to all
PHS awardees by the Oftke of Research lntegrity each
January.

The M H requires that grantees periodically submit financial and progress reports.

Progress reports infonn the Nfl-l of the grantee's accomplishments, including publications and

inventions resulting from the award, personnel and location changes, budget updates, and other

information pertaining to the grantee's use of funds. @ IH Grants Policy Statement, Part Il, j

8.4.1, t:Reportingy'' pp. 1G -107 - 11A-111.)

95. For multiyear funded awards, progress reports serve as the basis for the Nlll's

continued support for subsequent budget periods:

Grantees are required to submit an annual progress report as a
prerequisite to M H approval and funding of each subsequent
budget period (non-competing continuation award) within an
approved project geriod (see Administrative Requirements-
M onitoring- Repodlng- Non-competing Coptinuation Progress
Report). A .decision to fund the. next budget . period will be
formalized by the issuance of the NoA indicating the new budget
period and the amount of new funding. The NoA also will reflect
any remaining future-year comm itments. Nll'l may decide to
withhold support for one or more of the reasons cited in
Administrative Requirements- Enforcement Actions-
Suspension, Termination, and W ithholding of Support.

INI11 Grants Policy Statement, Part 1I, j 5.3, çTundingy'' pp. 1G -48; see also M H Grants Policy

Statement, Part II, j 8.4.1.3, GIprogz'ess Reports for Multiyear Funded Awards,'' p. 1IA-1 1 1.)

96. In subm itting a progress report, the grantee institm ion certifies compliance with

the terms and conditions of the want award, and verifies the accuracy and validity of a1l

administrative, fiscal, and scientitk information in the progress report'. The grantee instimtion

further certifies its accountability for the appropriate use of any funds awarded and for the

20
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performance of the grant-supported project or activities resulting 9om the progress report.

Grants Policy Statement, Part II, # 8.4.1, çtReporting,'' pp. 1G -107 - IIA-11 1.)

97. At the conclusion of a funded project, the grantee is also required to submit

certain closeout documents to the NIH, including a final progress reporq tinal invention

statements and certitk ations, and a final financial stam s report. Again, the grantee institution

certifies compliance with the teM s and conditions of the Notice of Award and verises the

accuracy and validity of a1l information contained in thçfinal reports. INI11 Grants Policy

Statement, Part 11 j 8.6, Grloseout,'' p. 114-120 - 11A-122).

At closeout, final progress reports summarize the grantee's accomplishments,

identify signitkant results (positive or negative), and list publications resulting from the grant.

Again, the v antee instimtion certifies compliance with the terms and conditions of the Notice of

Award and verifes the accuracy and validity of all information contained in the final reports.

@ 1H Grants Policy Statement, Part 11 j 8.6.2, tTinal Progress Reporq'' p. 1lA-121.)

99. Each grant progress report (PHS 2590) includes an express certitication that

reads:

APPLICANT ORGAM ZATION CERTIFICATION AND
ACCEPTANCE: I certify that the statements herein are true,
com plete and accurate to the best of my knowledge, and accept the
obligation to comply with Public Health Services term s and
conditions if a r ant is awarded as a result of this application. 1 am
aware that any false, tictitious, or fraudulent statements or claim s
may subject me to criminal, civil, or administrative penalties.

100. Section V of the Instimtional Assurance and Annual Report also contains a

certification. By making this certification, the grantee instimtion certifies that its lnstitutional

Assurance and Annual Report is accurate, as well as the institution's compliance with the

Regulations. 42 C.F.R. j 93.302(18; Form PHS 6349.

101. Under the controlling NIH policies and the Regulations, as reviewed above, the

v antee institution's certitkations are a condition of Fant approval and grant funding.

21
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tviiil Grantee instiotions are required to identify publications and researck results in
grant applications and grant progress reports, and to make published research funded

by NIH grants publicly available.

102. ln a grant application, the instimtion must provide a bibliography of any

references cited in the GGlkesearch Plan'' and/or GGproject Narrative'' section. I1'1HS, PHS, Grant

Application (PHS 398), Part 1, j 5.5.5, ççBibliography and References Citedgrogress Report

Publication List,'' p. 1-48; SF 424 (R&R); Application Guide for Nll-l and Other PHS Agencies,

Rother Project Information Form,'' pp. 58, 63.)9Part 1, j 4.4

103. ' In a grant progress report, the grantee institution must provide complete

references to the publications, manuscripts accepted for publication, patents, and other printed

materials that have resulted from the project since it was last reviewed competitively. IHI-1S,

PHS, Grant Application (PHS 398), Part 1, j 5.5.5, ftBibliography and References Citedgrogress

Report Publication List,'' p. 1-48; SF 424 (R&R); Application Guide for NIH and Other PHS

Agencies, Part 1, j 5.5 GTHS 398 Research Plan Form,'' p. 114.)

For non-com peting continuation progress reports, the grantee institution must

report publications resulting directly from the grant. lf the grantee has no publications to report,

it must include such a statement. IHHS, PHS, Non-competing Continuation Progress Report

çcpublications,'' p. 16.)10(PHS 2590), j 2.6(E)

105. In a final progress reporq the grantee instimtion must include a list of sir ificant

results (positive or negative), and a list of resulting publications. (HHS, PHS, Final Progress

Report Instnlctions, j B ççlnstnlctions for All Final Progress Reports (exclusive of SBIWSTTR

' T'1- ess Reportsl,'' p. l .)l lPhase 11 Final ogr

9 Ciution to these instructions are to the current version. Upon information and belietl instructions effective at other
relevant times are subsGntively the same.

10 citztion is to the current instruction document; upon information and belief, instructions effective at other relevant
times are substntively the same.
11 Ciution is to the current instruction document; upon information and belief instructions effective at other relevant
times are substntively the same.
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106. A11 research results that are funded by the NlH and accepted for publication by a

peer-reviewed journal must be made available to the public no later than 12 months aûer

publication. Public Access Policy Details) This public access requirement is in place to

help advance science and improve public health, and has been an Nll'l requirement since at least

April 2008.

(ix) Enforcement actions and other remedies for research misconduct, the failure to
foster an appropriate research environm ent, and the misuse of NIH grant funds.

107. ççlf a grant is awarded on the basis of false or m isrepresented information, or if a

grantee does not comply with these public policy requirements, NIH may take any necessary and

appropriate action, including using any of the remedies described in Administrative

Requirem ents- Enforcement Actions or other available legal remedies.'' Nll-l Grants Policy

Statement, Part 11, j 4, Ctpublic Policy Requirements, Objectives and Other Appropriation

Mandates'' p. 1lA-4 (emphasis addedl.)

108. Among the legal remedies available to the United States for fraud, waste, or abuse

of Nll'l grant funds are FCA actions. IN111 Grants Policy Statement, Part 1, j 2, ûTraud, Waste

and Abuse of M H Grant Funds'' p. 1-47.)

109. ln connection with a finding of research misconduct, HHS çlmay seek to recover

PHS funds spent in support of activities that involved research misconduct.'' 42 C.F.R. j

93.407(19.

1 10.

institutional obligations under the Regulations, including its obligation to Rfoster a research

OR1 can also determ ine that a grantee institution has not complied with its

environment that discourages misconduct in all research and that deals forthrightly with possible

misconduct associated with PHS supported research.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.412(a).

111. Accordingly, GCORI m ay decide that an instimtion is not compliant with this part if

the institution shows a disregard for, or inability or unwillingness to implement and follow the

23
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requirements of this part and its assurance.'' 42 C.F.R. j 93.412(b). In making a determination of

instimtional noncompliance:

0(R1 may consider, but is not limited to the following factors-

(1) Failure to establish and comply with policies and
procedures under this parq

(2) Failure to respond apgropriately when allegations of
' 

' feseal'ch misctmdtlct arlse; '

(3) Failure to report to OR1 all investigations and findings
of research misconduct under this parq

(4) Failure to cooperate with OR1's review of research
misconduct proceedings; or

(5) Other actions or omissions that have a material, adverse
effect on reporting and responding to allegations of
research m isconduct.

42 C.F.R. j 93.412(b).

Should a grantee institution fail to comply with its assurance and its obligations

under the Regulations, HHS may bring an enforcement action that results in debarment

suspension or any other appropriate action. 42 C.F.R. j 93.413(c).

1 13. lf a grantee's Gtactions constitute a substantial or recurrent failure to comply.with . .

this part, ORI may also revoke the institution's assurance under jj 93.301 or 93.303.9' 42 C.F.R.

j 93.413(d).

C. EPA Grants

114. The EPA has established a process by which grants are paid to private research

institutions. The EPA grant process is governed by 40 C.F.R. Part 40.

(i) Certiications Relating to EPA Grant Awards

1 15. To obtain EPA grant funding, an institution makes certifications related to its

request for, and proposed use of, federal funds.

1 16. The EPA grant application form ('F0rm SF 424) includes an express certifkation

24
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that reads:

By signing this application, I certify (1) to the statements contained
in the list of certitkationsg) and (2) that the statements herein are
true, complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I also
provide the required assurancesu and agree to comply with any
resulting term s if I accept an award. I am aware that any false,
tktitious, or fraudulent statements or claims may subject me to
criminal, civil, or administrative penalties.

The EPA issues a Notice of Award if an institution's grant application is

successful. A Grant Agreement and Am rmation of Award are enclosed with the Notice Award,

and must be signed and returned to the EPA by the grantee instimtion. These documents contain

instructions regarding the subm ission of a payment request form.

1 18. To receive payment of the grant funds, the grantee institution m ust submit an EPA

Payment Request form .

119. Once a grant has been awarded, the EPA requires that grantees periodically

submit financial and progress reports. Grantees receiving a multiyear award must submit an

annual progress report and may be required to submit additional m onthly or quarterly reports. 40

C.F.R. j 40.160-1. n e grantee's progress reports infonn the EPA of the grantee's

accomplishments, ' including publications resulting from the award; personnel ''and location.

changes, budget updates, and other information pertaining to the grantee's use of funds. 40

C.F.R. j 40.160-1.

At the conclusion of a ftmded project, the grantee is also required to submit

certain closeout documents to the EPA, including a final report, a final invention reporq an

equipment repört, and a financial status repolt 40 C.F.R. j 40.160-2 et seq. The grantee must

report all publications resulting from grant funds in an Executive Summaly that is attached to the

final report.
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(ii) Grantee institutions are required to identify publications and research results in grant
progress reports.

121. ln p ant annual progress reports, the grantee instimtion must report aIl publications

resulting from the grant funded project. The grantee instimtion must provide copies of all

publications that have not previously been submitted to the EPA. (EPA Research and Related

Terms and Conditions, j 8(A)(7)). The pantee institution must also prepare an Annual Report

Summary for display on the EPA website, which contains a list of a1l publications and

presenutions arising out of that grant. (EPA Research and Related Terms and Conditions, j

8(A)(8).)

122. At the close of the funding period, the grantee instimtion must submit an Executive

Summary to the EPA as a part of its fmal report. The pantee must report a1l publications

resulting from the grant in that Executive Summary.

(iii) EPA policy mquires reporting and responding to allegations of research misconduct.

123. In 2003, the EPA established its Policy and Procedures for Addressing Research

Misconduct (IEPA Research Misconduct Policy').

124. The EPA Research Misconduct èolicy Rapplies to a1l rese'arch cqnducted,

sponsored or funded, in whole or in parq by EPA and to research proposals submitted to EPA. lt

thus applies to research . . . funded by EPA and performed at research institm ions, including

universities . . . .'' (EPA Research Misconduct Policy j 3; see also EPA Research M isconduct

Policy j 5(G) (detining research institutionsl-)

125. The EPA Research M isconduct Policy defmes CEresearch m isconduct'' as

GEfabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing, performing or reviewing research, or in

reporting research results . . . or ordering, advising or suggesting that subordinates engage in

research misconduct'' (EPA Research Misconduct Policy j 5(A).)

126. lçFabrication is making up data or results and recording or reporting them.'' (EPA
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Research Misconduct Policy j 5(C).)

ETalsitk ation is manipulating research m aterials, equipment, or processes, or

changing or omitting data or results such that the research is not accurately represented in the

research record.'' (EPA Research Misconduct Policy j 5(D).)

128. Paralleling the M H Regulations, a research instimtion must çtimmediately'' notify

the EPA Office of lnspector General (GrIG'') if Slany allegation of research misconduct''

involves any one of seven factors, including:

(i) Agency resources or interests are threatened;

(ii) There is a reasonable indication of possible violations of civil or criminal
law; or

(iii) Circumstances where the research community or public should be
informed.

(EPA Research Misconduct Policy j 7(B), (D), and (G); see also EPA Research Misconduct

Policy j 9(C)(i)(a); 65 Fed. Reg. 76263(111).)

129. If an allegation of research misconduct falls outside of these categories, the

research institution need not immediately notify the EPA .

institution must conduct its own ipquiry into the allegation and must notify the EPA if it h:s

In such instances, the research

GGdetermined that there is sufficient evidence to proceed with an investigation-'' (EPA Research

Misconduct Policy j 9(C)(i)(b); see also 65 Fed. Reg. 762634111).)

130. The EPA has the tçultim ate oversight authority for Federally funded research.'' 65

Fed. Reg. 76263(111). ç:(A)t any time, the (EPA) may proceed with its own inquiry or

investigation-'' 65 Fed. Reg. 762634111).

V. Factual Allegations

A. The purpose of medical research and the potential pitfalls in its pursuit.

131. Quality medical research is an ongoing endeavor. Today's research leads to the

research of tom orrow, and, ultimately, to improved public health and medical treatment.

27
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132. Research results must therefore be communicated to the medical and scientitk

community. Typically, this is done throughjoumal publications.

133. In addition to serving the public interest, medical research can also advance and

benefit the researchers and institutions that conduct it.

134. This advancement and beneft can take many forms. Tangibly, researchers and

institutions can receive monetary benefit directly and indirectly, from research eflbrts. For

example, grants fund the costs of research, including salaries and instimtional support and

infrastnzcmre. Further, medical research can lead to the development of lucrative patents for

researchers and institutions.

135. M edical research can also have many intangible benefits. For researchers, medical

research can lead to promotion and advancement. For both researchers and institm ions, medical

research can increase professional esteem, prestige and reputations.

136. Journal publications are a primary conduit to achieve this advancement and

benetk, for both researchers and their institutions. The more publications, and the m ore

noteworthy the resulth the more advancement and benefit.

137. ' ' There isva risk.'of research fraud, misconduct and abuse because grant. funding for

m edical research furthers the individual and organizational interests of the investigators and the

instimtion.

138. In an effort to address these pitfalls, M H, PHS, HHS and EPA have created

policies, procedures, and regulations to maintain research integrity. S'ome of these have been .

referenced above.

B. Duke University's Policy

139. ' Vesearch instituti/ns themselves recor ize the risk presented by these pitfalls. For

this reason- and because of the requirements to receive grant funds under the Regulations-

research instimtions have policies and procedures directed towards research misconduct.

28
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140. Effective November 1995 and revised in January 2007, Duke University issued

the Duke University Policy and Procedures Governing Misconduct in Research (the Gouke

Policy''). The Duke Policy is currently part of the Duke Faculty Handbook Appendix P: Policies

Related to Research Cruke Faculty Handbook'') (available at http://provost.duke.edu/wp-

content/uploadsTlo  App
- ppdf.).

'fà Duke Policy states that çruke University strives to foster an atmosphere ofe

honesty and trust in which pursuit of knowledge can occur. Intemity of research forms the

foundation of respect among scholars and students and between the academic world and the

public. Al1 members of the university community share responsibility for maintaining this

climate of trust.'' (Duke Faculty Handbook, p. 33 (emphasis addedl.)

142. Although any research misconduct is unacceptable, the Duke Policy states that it

G:is especially serious in collaborative research, where the reputations of several researchers

pursuing different components of an integrated project may be damaged by the actions of one or

more partners. (Duke Faculty Handbook, p. 33).

143. According to the Duke Policy, responsibility to prevent research m isqonduct and

ensure research integrity is shared: Cçprihcilal investigators must bear primàry responjibility for

ensuring the integrity of collaborative research perfonned under their supervision whether by

faculty or non-faculty. lnvestiaators. department and division chaip ersonse and center directors

are expected to make periodic and reasonable inquiries concernine the intecritv of the activities

' conducted under their supervision.'' (Dûk: Faculty Handbook, p. 33 (emphasis addedl.)

144. Duke's Policy provides that any individual having reason to believe that a

researcher has committed m isconduct in research should report the matter in writing to the

researcher's department or division chairperson, division chiet dean or appropriate M isconduct

Review Offker. (Duke Faculty Handbook p. 35).

145. Similar to the Regulations and EPA Research M isconduct Policy, under the Duke
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Policy, external research sponsors must be notified in writing Gtat any stage'' of an inquiry or

investigation if certain conditions exist. One such condition is if there is a reasonable indication

of possible violations of civil or criminal law- in which case notifications within G entp four

(24) hours of obtaining the information is required. (Duke Faculty Handbook, p. 40, ! 6).

146. Ouke adopted this Policy to comply with the Regulations (42 C.F.R. Part 93) and

thereby maintain its assurance stat'us required as a condition of payment for NIH grant awards.

C. The Foster Lab engaged in systematic research misconduct and fraud.

Potts-Kant's work with the Foster Lab involved operating several machines that

measured and assessed pulmonary physiology, along with performing laboratory assays. The

machines that Potts-Kant operated included devices known as the SWcxfvent'' and the GçBio-

?ICX.''

148. The Wex/vent measures pulmonary functionby force-ventilating a mouse and

measuring the total amount of lung resistance and is capable of measuring a number of other

physiological measurements, such as elastance, compliance, Newtonian resistance, tissue

dampening, and pressmw volum e loops.

149. The Bio-plex analyzes samples of biological material, and identifies the presence

of specific proteins, and quantities the amount of those proteins within the samples. The Foster

Lab used the Bio-plex machine to quantify cytokines, small cell signaling proteins, implicated in

aim ay inflamm ation. ln some of the exhibits to this Amended Complaint, the Bio-plex is

referred to as the Gtuminex'' or dçm ultiplex'' machine. '

150. The ailw ay physiology and inflammation da> resulting from experiments

performed on the jlexlNent and multiplex machines is fundamental in current pulmonary

research studies. It is unlikely that the NIH would award any significant grant funding for

pulmonology research that does not include preliminary studies based on Jcxfvent and/or

multiplex experiments.
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151. The Pulmonary Division coordinated the purchase of the jlexlNznt machine for

the Foster Lab around the time that Potts-Kant was hired in or about 2005. Before that, Duke

University researchers had obtained a sim ilar type of physiological measurement using an APTI

machine.

152.

were inconsistent with the previous results 9om ihe APTI machine.

153. Foster and the Pulmonary Division dismissed this discrepancy.

When Potts-Kant began operating the#exfvent machine, she obtained results that

Throughout her em ployment with Duke University and/or DUHS, Potts-Kant

committed research misconduct and fraud on nearly every experiment or project with which she

was involved.

This research misconduct and fraud was funded, in large part, by grants âom the

M H, the EPA and other federal agencies.

156. As discussed below, this misconduct and fraud took several forms. Sometimes,

Potts-Kant did not even run the experiments that she was purporting to conduct in the first place,

deliberately failing to mn theWcxfvent and multiplex machines or failing to expose the mice to

the appropriate chemical, medical, or environmenGl conditions. Instead, she simply made ttp

data.

157. On other occasions, Potts-Kant was more subtle. She sometimes actually ran the

experiments, but later altered the resulting data to make it conform to the Principal Investigator's

preconceived hypothesis or to increase its statistical signitkance. To fabricate the data, Potts-

Kant downloaded source experimental data from the Fcxfvent or multiplex machines, then

imported it into an Excel spreadsheet.Once in Excel, Potts-Kant altered the data before

fom arding it to the relevant W incipal Investigator.

158. As a result, Potts-Kant was able to generate gaudulent research results that: (i)

supported researchers' hypotheses; (ii) were sàtistically siritkant; and/or (iii) purported to
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have been consistently Gçreplicated.'' This was to her personal advancement and benest, as well

as that of Foster, Duke University, DUHS, and the Principal Investigators.

D. Based on false, fabricated, and fraudulent research results, Potts-khnt and Foster
quickly co-authored dozens of publications in scientisc journals.

159. Collaborating with a variety of Duke University faculty, DUHS appointees, and

others, betweçn 2007 and 2013, Potts-Kant used the fraudulent research results to co-author over

38 scientitk papers andjoumal articles. Potts-Kant was 32 years old in 2013. n ese publications

are attached in Exhibit B, which is incorporated by reference. Each of these publications report

false and/or fabricated research data.

160. Collaborating with a variety of Duke University faculty, DUHS appointees, and

others, Foster used the fraudulent research results to co-author over 38 scientific papers and

joumal articles.

Som e of these publications are discussed in m ore detail below.

(i) PM m 17993584--42r- y 5m00th Muscle Relaxation f,ç Impaired in Mice Lacking the p47
Subunit OJNADIPIH Oxidase

162. In 2007, Potts-Kant and Foster performed experiments that contributed to the

paper entitled Airway 5m00th Muscle Relaxation is Impaired in Mice L acking the p47 Subunit of

N.ADIPJ.J'/ Oxidase. (Ex. B, at Re1ator-000029.)

163. Potts-Kant falsified and/or fabricated data that went into Figures 9A and 98 of

this paper. To the extent that raw data exists, it does not support the reported research results.

164. This paper was published in January 2008 in the American Journal of Physiology.

Before it was published, a portion of the work contained in the paper was presented to the

American n oracic Society.

165. This scientific article, premised upon fraudulent research, cites the fmancial

support from NIH grants HI-067021, 111,075307 and 14L67281.
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(ii) PMm  21684833- F:, Role ofthe Extracellular Jfl/rfx Protein Mindin in Wfrwcy
Response to EnvironmentalAirways TZ#/rJ

166. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a paper entitled n c Role ofthe Extracellular

M JP'IY Protein M indin in Wfrwtz.v Response to Environmental ZI/Z-W'CJ/J Injury. lEx. B, at

Relator 000447.)
. U . . . .

167. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claim ed to perfonn experiments on the

jlexlWent and multiplex machines. The data supposedly produced by these experiments are

contained in Figure l (FexiMznt), Figure 3 (multiplex), Figure 4 Wexfvent), and Figure 6

(multiplex) of the paper. Potts-Kant also claimed to perform 'the lipopolysaccharide (çtPS'') and

ozone exposures reported in the paper. Other researchers were unable to repeat the Foster Lab's

results and observed results that were contrary to the published results.

168. Potts-Kant did not actually perform the experiments at all, but rather falsified

and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

169. This scientific paper was accepted for publication on June 17, 201 1, by the

scientific journal Environmenul Health Perspectives.

170. This scientific paper, premised upon fraudulent research, cites financial support

from NIH grants ES016126, E5020426, E5016347 and 111,081825.

(iii) PM m  zju37og%-llyaluronan Fragments Contribute to the Ozone Primedlmmune
Response to Lèopo%saccharide

171. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientitic paper entitled Hyaluronan

Fragments conooute to the ozone trimedlmmune Response to L+opolysacchaèide. (Ex. B, at

Relator- 000169.)

172. In contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claimed to perform experiments on the

Wexfvent machine. 'T'he data supposedly produced by these expedments are contained in Figures

1C, Figure 2C, Figure 4C and Figure 5C (/lxfvent) of the paper. Potts-Kant also claimed to

33
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perform the ozone and hyaluronan (ç:HA'') exposures reported in the paper.

173. Potts-Kant falsiqed and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

174. Another researcher later tried to repeat the Foster Lab's results but was

unsuccessful and observed results that were contrary to the published results.

175. This scientitk paper was accepted for publication on September 21, 2010, by the

Journal of Immunology.

176. This scientific paper, premised upon fraudulent research, cites tinancial support

from NII-I grants ES016126, E5016659, E5016347, M 064789 and A1081672.

(iv) PMID 19494306--5T-,4 Preserves xdfrwly Homeostasis During Mycoplasmapneumoniae
Infection in M ice

Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientifc paper entitled SP-A Preselwes

Wfrwtz.y Homeostasis During Mycoplasma pneumoniae Infection in Mice. (Ex. B, at

Re1ator- 000437.)

178. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claimed to perform experiments on the

Wcxfvent machine. The data supposedly produced by these experiments are contained in Figures

1, 5A, and 58 Wexfvent) of the paper.

179. Potts-Kant falsitied and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

180. One of the paper's co-authors, Dr. Ledford, has stated that the data in this

publication is false, and that she will have to retract the paper.

18 1. This scientific paper was accepted for publication on April 20, 2009, by the

Journal of Immunology.

182. This scientitic paper, premised upon fraudulent research, cites tinancial support

from NIH grants F32141-091642, ES011961, P111,073907 and 1-11,084917.
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(v) PMm  18818374-F:, extracellular matràprotein ziaJfa regulates fm-f/zcâfzlp ofmurine
eosinophils into the airspace

183. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientitic paper entitled The extracellular

matrix protein mindin regulates rzwlckïag of murine eosinophils into the airspace. (Ex. B, at

Relator- 000120.)

184. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claim ed to perform experipents on the

Jlexjvent and multiplex machines. The data supposedly produced by these experiments are

contained in Figure 1B, IC and ID Wexïvent), Figure 2 (multiplex), and Figure 4C (multiplex)

of the paper. Potts-Kant also claimed to perform the ovalbumin (tOVA'') exposures reported in

the paper.

185. Potts-Kant falsitied and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

186. This scientific paper was accepted for publication on September 3, 2008, by the

Journal of Leukocyte Biology.

187. This scientitic paper, prem ised upon fraudulent research, cites financial support

9om NIH grants ES11961, E512496, E516126 and National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute

grant 11L91335.

(vi) PMID 17878331-.4-/*a/ Ozone Primes 'Illlfltmlry Innate Immunity in Mice

188. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientific paper entitled Ambient Ozone

Primes Pulmonary Innate lmmunity in Mice. (Ex. B, at Relator-000052.)

l 89. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claim'ed to perform experiments on the

JlexlWznt machine. The data supposedly produced by these experiments are contained within

Figure 1 fflexiYent) of the paper. Potls-Kant also claimed to perform the ozone exposures

reported in the paper.

190. M other researcher tried to re-nm this experiment and observed results that were

the opposite of the Foster Lab's published results.
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191. Potts-Kant falsified and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

192. This scientific paper was accepted for publication on July 18, 2007, by the Journal

of lmmunology.

193. This scientitic paper, prem ised upon gaudulent research, cites financial support

from Nll'l grants ES12717, ES 1 1961, National Instimte of Allergy and lnfectious Disease grant

A158161 and National Heart, Lung and Blood lnstitute grant 111,91335.

(vii) PM m zzuDl7s-llyaluronan Signaling during Ozone-lhduced Lung fa/llr.y Requires
TLR4, M yD 88, and Ff.& 1#

194. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientific paper entitled Hyaluronan

Signaling during Ozonednduced L ung Jh-jvr.p Requires TL R4, MyD88, and FfA4'. (Ex. B, at

Relator
- 000177.)

195. In contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claimed to perform experiments on the

Fexfvent and multiplex machines. n e data supposedly produced by these experiments are

contained in Figure 1 Wexfvent), Figure 3 (multiplex), Figure 6 VlexiMentj, and Figure 8

(multiplex) of the paper. Potts-Kant also claimed to perform theozone and 1tA exposures

described in the paper.

196. One Duke University researcher later found that the da1 in this publication was

manipulated, and another was unable to repeat the Foster Lab's reported results.

197. Potts-Kant falsitied and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

198. This scientitk paper was accepted for publication on October 11, 201 1, by the

scientificjournal Free Radical Biology & Medicine.

199. This scientific paper, premised upon fraudulent research, cites tinancial support

#om NIH pants E5016126 and E5020426.
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(viii) PMID zl77D7lg-AlveolarMacrophagesfrom tàzezwek/l//oâes'e Subjects with Asthma
Demonstrate a Proinfammatory Phenoype

200. Potts-Kant co-authored a scientitk paper entitled Alveolar Macrophages from

Overweight/obese Subjects with Asthma Demonstrate a Proinjlammatory Phenotype. (Ex. B, at

Relator- 000523.)

201. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claimed to perform experiments on .the

multiplex machine. n e data supposedly produced by these experiments are contained in Table 3

(multiplex) of the paper.

202. A Duke University researcher re-ran the multiplex experiments and could not

repeat the Foster Lab's reported results. He also identified manipulated data and missing

multiplex plate keys.

203. Potts-Kant falsified and/or fabricated the data in the paper.

204. This scientific paper was accepted for publication in tinal form on M ay 27, 2012,

by the American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care M edicine.

205. This scientific paper, premised upon gaudulent research, cites fmancial support

from American Thoracic Society Grant 07 012, and NIH grants P50-111,-084917, 11L-05-j09,

F/-086887, ES016126, and 4J081672.

(ix) PM m  22502799- 30 :/ cell TNF receptors regulate responses to Mycoplasma
pneumoniae in sulfactantprotein .4 (SP-AI-/L mice

206. Potts-Kant and Foster co-authored a scientific paper entitled Mast cell TAF

receptors regulate responses to Mycoplasma pneumoniae in sulfactantprotein A (SP-A)-/- mice.

(Ex. B., Re1ator-00202.)

207. ln contributing to this paper, Potts-Kant claimed to perform experiments on the

JlexiYent machine. The data supposedly produced by these experiments are contained in Figures

3A and 3B, Figure 4C, and Figure 6A Wcxfvent) of the paper.
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208. Dr. Ledford, one of the co-authors of this publication, observed that its data

looked Kttoo clean'' because the baseline response was too consistent for the number of animals

used. Dr. Ledford has stated that she will have to retract this paper.

209. Potts-Kant falsitied and/or fabricated the data contained within the paper.

210. This scientific paper was accepted for publication on January 17, 2013, by the

scientific Joum al of Allergy and Clinical Imm' unology.

211. This scientifc paper, premised upon fraudulent research, cites financial support

from M H grants F32-11L091642 and PO1-AI81672.

(x) Additional Publications

ln addition to these publications listed above, other publications co-authored by

Foster and/or Potts-Kant were based on false and/or fabricated research data. Additional

examples of these publications are listed on Exhibit E.

(xi) Potts-Knnt and Foster used false and/or fabricated research results to publish
scientilk papers - EPA grant funding.

Collaborating with a variety of Duke University faculty, DUHS appointees, and

others, Potts-Kant and/or Foster used false and/or fraudulent research results to co-author

scientific papers and journal articles funded by an EPA grant. Two of these publications are

described in Exhibit E at !! 1 through 5 and 70 through 74. Each of these publications report

false and/or fabricated research dat.

E. The defendants used the false and/or fabricated research results, as well as the
fraudulent publications, to secure grant funding.

Defendants' fraud went beyond using federal grant money to publish scientitk

research papers based on false and fabricated research. Duke University also used the false and

fabricated research results to seek payment through the N1H and EPA grant systems.

215. As discussed above, the publication of articles and papers is central to the Nlll

and EPA grant systems. A single N1H or EPA grant (and particularly a multiyear grant) can pay
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for research that results in multiple publications over several years.

The NlH and the EPA fund medical research to advance the public good. To help

achieve this goal, the dissemination of M H and EPA f'unded research results is required, and a1l

publications that include funded research must be made available to the public. In ttlrn, these

publications identify the grants that financially supported the reported research. ln addition,

research results and resulting publications must be identiûed in graht progress repcds. The Nlll

and the EPA rely on this information in deciding whether to fund multiyear grants.

217. Grantee instimtions are required to identify relevant publications in grant

applications and progress reports for several reasons. First, the publications may support the need

for proposed research. Second, the publications may establish the expertise and capabilities of

the researchers identitied in the application. And third, the publications may provide the basis for

continued or additional grant funding.

218. The interaction among grant applications, grant progress reports, and publications

establish that Duke University made the same false reports of research results to the M H and the

:PA as weré .made in the publications funded by N1H and EPA grants. The sequepçe and

required content of grant progress reports required that Duke University report its claimed

research results each year and identify to the NIH and the EPA the publications that were funded

by the grants. The false research results reported in Potts-Kant's and Foster's publications,

therefore, in many cases, were also reported to the NIH and the EPA in Duke University's grant

progress reports.

219. Due to the sequence of grant applications, grant progress reports, and

publications, Duke University made the sam e reports of false and/or fabricated research results to

t applications and pr'ov ess reports
, described in paragraphs (16i, 16t, 171, 177,the M H, in gran

183, 188, 194, 200, 206) above and as described in paragraphs (1, 6, 11, 17, 23, 28, 31, 36, 41,

47, 52, 60, 65, 72, 77, 82, 87, 92, 97, 102, 107, 112, 118, 123, 128, 133, 138) of Exhibit E as
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were made in the publications funded by those NII'I grants, that are listed in Exhibits C and C-1.

220. For example, in 2013, Potts-Kant and Foster published false reports of research

results in PM ID 22502799, M ast cell D F receptors regulate responses to Mycoplasma

pneumoniae in sulfactantprotein ,4 (SP-A) -/- mice (described above). This publication reports

12 The NTI-I requires Duke Universitythat the research was funded by N1H Grant P0 1-A1081672
.

to report research results ftmded by Grant P01-A1081672 in its grant progress reports. Duke

University, therefore, reported the same false research results to the Nll'l as were reported in

PM ID 22502799, results that provided a basis for additional funding.

Another example, in 2009, Potts-Kant and Foster published false reports of

research results in PM ID: 19762564, M aternal Exposure to Particulate M atter Increases

Postnatal Ozone-inducedAirway Hyperreactivity in Juvenile M ice. This publication reports that

the research was funded by EPA Grant 10 83329301. 'I'he EPA requires Duke University to

report research results funded by 1m 83329301 in its grant progress reports. Duke University,

therefore, reported the same false research results to the EPA as were reported in PM ID

19762564.

222. Duke University applied for and received at least 49 Fants, totalling over

$82,776,000 that were directfy premised on and/or arose from the research misconduct and fraud

of Potts-Kant and/or the Foster Lab, including false reports of research results in grant progress

reports, as described below. These grants are identified in the attached as Exhibit C.

223. In addition to those grants made to Duke University listed in Exhibit C, the NIH

made 15 multi-year grants to pantee institutions other than Duke University, totalling over

$120,910,000, which were premised on and/or arose from the research misconduct and fraud of

Potts-Kànt and/o'r the Foster Lab. 'These grants are identitied in the attached Exhibit C-1. In

many instances, the grantee instimtions assigned experimental work to be perform ed at Duke

12 Ntl'l Grant P01-A1081672 is the KSP-A Grant,'' discussed in more deuil below.
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University funded by these grants. In those instances, the grant applications and grant progress

reports subm itted by the grantee institutions necessarily included the same reports of false and/or

fabricated research results that are stated in the publications in Exhibit B as described above and

in Exhibit E.

F. Duke University made false certilkations.

224. Certitkations--express and/or implied- in the applications and progress reports

for the grants identified in Exhibit C were false when made. Duke University was not complying

and did not comply with the term s and conditions of the grant awards. For example, Duke

University had knowledge of false claims, statements, and records included and/or referenced in

the grant applications and progress reports. In addition, Duke University failed to comply with its

affirmative duty to protect grant funds from misuse, failed to ensure the integrity of work

supported by grant funds, and failed to comply with its notitkations duties and policies.

225. Duke University failed to foster a research environment that discourages research

misconduct, and failed to deal fortllrightly with possible research misconduct as required by the

Regulations (42 C.F.R. jj 93.3004c) and 93.412(a)).

226. Certifications--express and/or implied- in Duke University's Institutional

Assurance and Annual Report were false when m ade. For example, Duke University was not

complying and did not comply with its assurances under the Regulations. Upon information and

belietl Duke University also failed to report allegations of research misconduct conceming Potts-

Kant and the Foster Lab (discussed below) on its Institutional Assurance and Annual Reports,

rendering these false when mabe.

G. Beginning in M arch 2013, the Pulmonary Division reviewed the Foster Lab's data and
found it to be false and/or fabricated.

In addition to comm itting widespread research misconduct and fraud, Potts-Kant

embezzled funds from Duke University to make personal purchases over a four-year period from
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2008 to 2012. ln furtherance of this scheme, she produced false invoices for scientific equipment

and supplies for reimbursement. Upon information and belietl Potts-Kant embezzled more than

$14,000.

228.

discovered'potts-Kant's embezzlement.

229. Duke University and/or DUHS placed Potts-Kant on leave in early M arch 2013.

'fhe Durham Police Department charged her with felony em bezzlement on M arch 31, 2013.

230. After Duke University and/or DUHS placed Potts-Kant on leave, the Pulmonary

Division initiated a review of the Foster Lab data that had been reported in grant applications,

Sometime between November 2012 and M arch 2013, the Pulmonary Division

grant progress reports, and publications. This review included analyzing the raw data, trying to

recalculate the Foster Lab's results using the raw data, re-running the experiments in an attempt

to repeat the reported results, and

ublished results.P

comparing the results of the re-run experiments with the

The review of Foster Lab data involved senior adm inistrators within Duke

University and/or DUHS, inçluding: Dolma Cookmeyer, Ph.D., the Research lntegrity Officer;

' Sally A. Kombluth, Phkb., the Vice Dean for Basic Science; Mary'E. Klotman, M.D., the Chair

of the Department of M edicine; and Nancy

M edidne.

Andrews, M .D., Ph.D., Dean of the School of

232. Foster, Dr. Que, Dr. Ledford, Dr. Ingram, Dr. Brass, Ms. n eriot, Mr. Francisco,

Thomas, and others participated in this review effort.

233. Thomas has discussed this review with Dr. Ledford, Dr. Que and other Pulmonary

Division personnel. These individuals have explained to Thomas that upon review of Potts-

Kant's research, all such research is either non-existent, falsified, manipulated, unreliable, and/or

gaudulent in some manner. Based upon their statements to him, Thomœs understands that all

work completed by Potts-Kant is false, fabricated, and/or fraudulent in some way. A more
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detailed description of the fraudulent daà follows below.

(i) No raw data exists to support many of the Foster Lab's reported results.

234. For example, researchers found that the raw data for many of the Foster Lab

experiments did not exist.

235. M s. Theriot hoted that only a' few ra* data files existed for the Fostei Lab's

Texjvent experiments. Dr. Ledford found that there was no raw data at al1 for the Foster Lab

Fexjvent experiments from before 2009. She found no raw data files for Dr. Hollingsworth's

study of ozone and diesel exhaust exposure.

236. M r. Francisco also noted that raw dat files did not exist for two of the six

multiplex experiments that he reviewed, and that original data could not be located for the

publication designated PM ID 22773729.

237. ln addition to this missing raw data, Dr. Que found that some of Potts-Kant's

records did not include liplate keys'' for the experiments she had nm. Plate keys are records of

multiplex experiments that allow other researchers to contirm and compare reported values. M r.

Francisco also noticed that plate keys were missing.

238. The rekieWers' could not flnd faw data tè' sujport the results reported' in PMID -

21930959, PS4:3 22073274, PV D 22773729, PS4ID 21684833, P541D 21037098, PA4ID

17993584, and PMID 17878331. The lack of raw data establishes that the results reported in

those publications were fabricated and false.

239. These publications state that the rèpbrted research waj funded by Grants AI

081672, AI 064789, AI 58161, ES 016126, ES 020426, ES 016166, ES 016347, ES02046,

E5016659, ES 11961, ES12717, 11T- 05009, HL 086887, HI, 081825, HL 067021, Hl, 075307,

HL 67281, H1, 91335, HT- 77291, P50-1-11,084917, ATS 07-012.
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(ii) In some cases, the Foster Lab did not run the reported experiments.

240. ln som e cases, the Pulmonary Division reviewers cqncluded that the Foster Lab

had never even run the experiments it reported in the first place- potts-Kant had simply made

up the results.

j41 Dr Que reacheb this co'nc' lusion. So too dtd Dr. Leéforé who oàserved that the

da> reported for Dr. Hollingsworth's epigenetic work involving maternal diesel exposure was

entirely made up. Dr. Ledford also noted that Duke University had withdrawn a pending vant

application because the underlying data was false.

242. M.r. Francisco identitied fabricated multiplex and JlexiYknt data in cormection

with the publication PM m  22773729.

243. Ms. Theriot observed that two parts of Figure 2 (the cytokines IL-6 and KC

results) in PMID 20543006 were simply Kmade up.''

244. These facts estblish that the research results reported in the publications

designated PMID 22773729 and PM ID 20543006 were fabricated and/or false.

245. Those publications state that the reported research was funded by Nlll Grants

141-82504, 111,81763, 1-1L36982, E516347, A181672, 1-11-05009, 111-086887, and ES016126.

(iii) The Foster Lab conducted experiments differently than was reported.

246. ln other cases, the review showed that Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab failed to

conduct experiments as reported in the grant applications, grant progress reports, and

publications.

247.

that the mice died aRer being

For example, when Dr. Ledford tried to re-nm certain experiments, she observed

administered an antigen but before the experiments could be

perlbrmed. This shows that administering antigens at the dosage called for and reported by Potts-

Kant killed the m ice before they could be tested and that any reported results were, therefore,
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fabricated.

248. As a result of Potts-Kant's actions, hundreds, if not thousands, of laboratory m ice

were killed for no purpose.

249. Dr. Ledford also found that Potts-Kant had administered the wrong ozone dose in

sUme of her experiments, and that the data from experiments involving LM P-420, an inhibitor of

i: '' f öme of her experiltients was fràubuleht' 'ttlmôr necrosis fador à ( 'IWF-a ), or s

250. Dr. Ingram noted that Potts-Kant had not exposed m ice to the proper antigens for

some studies.

251. These facts establish that the research results reported in PM ID 22073274, PMID

21930959, PM ID 21684833, PM ID 21037098, PM ID *17878331, and PM ID 19494306 were

fabricated and/or false.

252. These publications s/te that the reported research was funded by NIH Grants

ES016126, E5020426, E5016347, H1,081825,A10081672, E5016659, 41064789, 4J58161,

ES11961, ES12717, 1.11-91335, F-32-111,0911642, P141-073907, and 1.11-084917.

(iv) Potts-Kant manipulated the results of those experiments that she did rùn.

53.. The reviewers also determineà that Poits-ltànt had altered or manipulated the

results of the experiments that she did run.

254. Dr. Que observed that Potts-Kant's multiplex data was likely false.

255. Dr. Ledford identitied data that Potts-Kant had falsified. Among other things,

Potts-Kant had loWered the repoited re' sistance kalues in the RLPS/NOS'' project.

256. M n Francisco identified data that Potts-Kant had manipulated in the interleukin 8

(ççIL-8'') and 'IWF'-a cytokines results that were significant to the conclusions in PMID

22773729.

257. Ms. Theliot found that the Foster Lab's airway hyperresponsiveness (KAHR''I

results in the diesel particle experiments were tçall bad-''
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258. M s. Theriot also found that all of the calculations in publication PM ID 20348208

were incorrect.

259. These facts are additional evidence that the research results reported in PM ID

19762564, PM ID 22052876, PM ID 22773729, PM ID 20543006, and PM ID 20348208 were

fabricated and/or false.

260. These publications statç that the reported research was funded by Grants

M 068822, A1081672, ES011961, E5016347, ES016126, HL05009, 111,086887, 141,82504,

141-81763, 11L36982, 141-084917, 111,068072, 1* 058795, 111.0841239 141-081285, 141,079915,

ATS 07-12, and EPA RD 83329301.

(v) Reviewers cannot repeat the Foster Lab's results.

261. Duke and/or DUHS re-ran experiments in an attempt to repeat the results reported

in grant applications, grant progress reports and publications. Dr. Ledford, M s. n eriot, n omas,

and M r. Francisco participated in this efrort.

262. M r. Francisco re-ran certain multiplex experim ents and was unable to repeat the

published results. Thomas assisted in re-running these experim ents.

263. ' M s. Theriot re-ran certain experiments related to Dr. Hollingsworth's work as

published in PM ID 17878331. Not only was she unable to repeat the published results, she

observed results that were exactly the opposite of the published results. Likewise, when M s.

n eriot re-ran the Foster Lab's LPS experiments, she observed results that were the opposite of

those that the Foster Lab published.

264. M s. Theriot was sim ilarly unable to get the Hollingsworth Lab's HA experiments

to repeat.

265.

observed results were the opposite of the published results.

Dr. Ingram desiribed efforts to re-nm HA experiments, and stated that the

266. Ms. Theriot also re-ran the JlexlNent experiments reported in PMID 20007931.
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She found that the da< were inconsistent and did not correspond to the published results.

267. M s. n eriot re-ran experiments related to Dr. Hollingsworth's ç:mindin'' gene

project and observed results that contradicted the published results.

268. M s. Theriot re-ran experiments using N1rp3 mice and observed results that did not

correspond to those that were published.

These facts establish that'the releàrch tesults tepofted in 'PM ID 22773729, PM ID

17878331, Ps4tD 20007931,Ph41D 20348208, PsltD 23560245, P51DD 21684833, Ph4lD

18818374, and PM ID 23010656 were fabricated and/or false.

270. These publications state that the reported research was funded by NIH Grants

A1081672, Al58161, A1068822, M 089756, ES016126, ES11961, ES12717, E516347, E516659,

E5020426, E512496, E5020350, FH,05009, :/,086887, 1-11-91335, 111,084917, 111-068072,

F5,058795, FD2084123, HL079915, HL081285, :H-77291, F:L91335, P50-H1,084917.

(vi) Dr. Ledford identilies speciic içmanipulated'' data.

271. The documents attached as Exhibit D (Relator-oool 14 - 000119) identify several

13specific examples of false data created by Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab.

272. Dr. Ledford created these documents attached as Exhibit D in April 2013. They

are copies of notes and spreadsheets that she made while reviewing Potts-Kant's data. n e

experiments referenced in Exhibit D were conducted to understand the interaction between of

'INF-a, a cytokine involved in lung iniammation, and mast cells, myeloid-derived cells

involved in the immune system. The Fexïvent data was important in this context because, if

accufate, it would have presented compelling evidence of a novel paradin  in the lung's

response to bacterial infection whereby RN F-a binds the surface of mast cells via the TNF

receptor.

13 n omas has seen additional documents similar to those in Exhibit D that demonstrate the discrepancies between
actual raw dat and the gaudulent data produced by Potts-Kant and used by Duke University and/or DUHS.
Because he does not presently have access to these documentsa Eo ibit D is provided ms a representative sample.
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At pages 1-3 (Re1ator-000 1 14 - 1 16), Exhibit D compares raw data with the

Foster Lab's manipulated data. Exhibit D states that Potts-Kant conducted the experiments on

November 3, 2009; January 29, 2010; and M arch 2, 2011. The column EW ctual Num' bers'' on

each page contains raw data from the Wexfvent machine. Dr. Ledford compared these values

with the values in the GCR'' colum n. CCR'' stands for Resistance, which is an important standard of

measurement in the context of this experiment. As Dr. Ledförd notes on the margins of hef page,

the R values have been RM anipulated.''

This manipulated data was reported in Figure 64. of PM ID 22502799, Mast cell

TSF receptors rev late responses to Mycoplasma pneumoniae in sufactantprotein A (SP-A) -/-

mice. (Ex. B, at Relator-000202 (discussed abovel.)

275. At page 4 m elator- oool 17), Exhibit D contains a paph showing airway

resistance at varying levels of methacholine administration, which is reproduced as Graph A

below. Graph A is the raw data from the experiment perlbrmed on M arch 2, 2011.

276. Upon information and belietl Figure 6A of PMID 22502799 contains the

manipulated data produced by Potts-Kant. It is reproduced as Graph B below.

Graph A: Actual Data
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Graph B: Published M anipulated Data
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277. Graph A, based on the actualdatw shows a high degree of variability in the

results, and the absence of any statistically sir ificant difference between the various

experimental groups of mice. Graph B, based on the Foster Lab's manipulated data (and as

reported as Figure 6A in PMID 22502799), shows a low degree of variability behveen mice, as

evidenced by very small error bars and a high degree of significance be> een diflkrent

genotypes and treatments of mice. Furthermore, this datq presents clear evjdence that airway

hyperresponsiveness' does rfot implicatè iiiast c'éll èndogènous R'Nloa, '' but 'ràther throujh

exogenous 'INF-a via the 'INF receptor.

278. Dr. Ledford and M s. Theriot re-ran the Mycoplasma treatment experiments

reported in PMTD 22502799, which includes Graph B, and they could not repeat the published

results. Thetiot observed results that were the'opposite of what was published. This is additional

evidence that the research results reported in Fant progress reports for Grant A1081672 and in

PM ID 22502799 were fabricated and/or false.

H. After M arch 2013, Duke failed to disclose what it knew about the research fraud from
other researchers and the Government.

279. During its review of the Foster Lab's reported research results, the priority for
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Foster, Duke University, and/or DUHS was to conceal the Foster Lab's research misconduct,

rather than make complete and timely disclosures. These Defendants chose not to fully report

their knowledge of research misconduct and gaud, and instead withheld and concealed

information from the government and researchers outside of the Pulmonary Division.

280. Senior managers at Duke University and/or DUHS had actual and specitic

knowledge of research misconduct hw olving Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab from at least M arch

2013.

281. Duke and/or DUHS assigned Foster a leadership role in this review--even though

the allegations of research misconduct questioned work done under his direct supervision, on

experim ents he had designed, and challenged the accuracy of publications he had co-authored.

282. In April 2013, the Pulmonary Division held a laboratory meeting. Dr. Kraft told

the assembled researchers that widespread research misconduct and gaud was suspected on

Potts-Kant's experiments, but that they should communicate about the research misconduct and

gaud only in person or over the phone, in order to avoid creating a Rpaper trail.''

On or about M ay 7, 2013, Duke's Oftk e of Research Administration told the

Pulmonary Division that if the Sûtrends'' reported in the publications held up that no retractions

would have to be issued and that the Oflice of Research Administration did not want the issue to

Gisnowball''

284. Foster, Duke University, and/or DUHS repeated experiments and recalculated raw

machine da> in an attempt to replicate the results that had been reported to the NIH, EPA and in

publications. n e Defendants took these steps when they had acmal and specific knowledge that

the results reported by Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab were false and/or âaudulent, in the hopes

of avoiding such disclosures to tlle NIH, EPA, and publications.
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(i) Duke University and/or DUHS misleadingly described the Potts-Kant situation as
an diem ploym ent issue''.

285. ln April or M ay 2013, a GEscript'' was circulated with instructions on how to

communicate the research fraud simation outside of Duke, i.e., to co-authors of scientific papers.

The script misleadingly stated that Potts-Kant was involved an employment situation and that

Duke was currently reviewing the situation. The script did not provide accurate information

about the Foster Lab's research misconduct fraud.

(ii) Foster, Duke University and/or DUHS delayed retracting publications.

286. Joumal articles affected by Potts-Kant's research misconduct and fraud must be

retracted. Duke University researchers acknowledged the need for rekactions during their review

of Potts-Kant's work.

287. These actions, as described above, violate Duke University's obligations under the

Regulations (42 C.F.R. jj 93.300(c), 93.318, and 93.412(a)) and establish Duke University's

failure to foster an environment that prom otes the responsible conduct of research and respond

promptly and forthrightly with allegations of research misconduct.

(iii) In Fall 2013, Duke University resubmitted its SP-A grant, using data ihat it
knew to be false and/or fabricated.

288. In ,2008, the NIH awarded Duke University a five-year grant to investigate the

role of surfactant protein A (ççSP-A'') in the lung, Grant ID P01M 081672 (the GISP-A Granf').

289. n e M H funded the SP-A Grant in tiscal years 2009 through 2014.

290. Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab perfonned experiments beG een 2009 and 2013

using the SP-A Grant funding.

291. Potts-Kant and Foster reported the results of experiments funded by the SP-A

Grant in publications listed in Exhibit B and identifed as: PM ID 20543006; PM ID 21037098;

PMJD 21255515; PMD  21252304; PM ID 21960548; PM ID 22241062; PM m  24273688; PM ID

22502799; P5TD3 22773729; PNfHD 22815821; P54fD 23029172; and PS4ID 23010656.
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292. Duke University submitted a grant progress report on the SP-A Grant in June

2013 that included research reports based on experiments performed by Potts-Kant and the

Foster Lab. n is was done intentionally, months after Potts-Kant was placed on leave, with

actual knowledge that none of her work was reliable.

293. Duke University and/or DUHS decided to seek renewal of the SP-A project in

order to obtain an additional five years of grant funding.

294. Duke University submitted its competing renewal grant application for the SP-A

project in the fall of 2013.

295. ln its grant application for renewed funding of the SP-A project, Duke University

included research results based on the çlrecalculation'' of data produced by Potts-Kant.

296. The GErecalculated'' results that Duke reported in fall 2013 were inconsistent with

the results that M s. Theriot had obtained when she tried to repeat the Foster Lab's experiments

earlier in 2013.

(iv) Duke's primary interest- in particular the Pulmonary Division- has been self-
preservation.

Possessing actual knowledge of Potts-Kant's research fraud and misconduct in

M arch 2013, as described above, Foster, Duke Vniversity, and/or DUHS sought to protect their

institutional and personal interests. This m indset was exemplified by a sGtement Dr. Kraft made

over a year later.

298. On M ay 17, 2014, after a lab-sponsored dirmer, Dr.'lkraft discussed the Potts-Kant

research misconduct issue with Thomas and others within the Pulmonary Division. In reference

to the existence of a Gtwhistleblowery'' Dr. Kraft stated that while the Pulmonary Division had

experienced setbacks, Glnobody is going to take us down.''

299. Since M arch 2013, Dr. Kraft, Dr. Hollingsworth, Dr. Ledford, and Mz. Francisco

have left the Pulmonary Division, resigning their employment with Duke University and/or
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DUHS.

1. The Foster Lab research fraud and misconduct did not occur in a vacuum.

300. At tim es that overlapped with and preceded the Foster Lab events described

above, Duke University and/or DUHS were involved in other signitkant incidents of research

misconduct. This experience should have made Foster, other Prùfcipal hvestigators, and other

researchers sensitive to the prevention, detection, and reporting of any possible research

misconduct. Duke University's and DUHS' failure to prevent or detect the Foster Lab research

fraud demonstrates a system ic failure by Duke University to foster an énvironment conducive to

responsible research. In fact, Duke University and/or DUHS maintained a G%oxic environment'' in

which it pushed its researchers for more grants and m ore publications while ir oring credible

warnings of ongoing and serious research gaud.

Dr. Anil Potti was formerly a Duke University m edical researcher, focusing on

cancer genomics. Dr. Potti resir ed 9om Duke University in Novem ber 2010.

302. Published reports have accused Dr. Potti of falsifying data published in journal

articles, results that purported to show advances for personalized cancer treatment. n is allegedly

false data was first published in 2006.

303. The Potti scandal has received widespread attention, both within the scientitic

community and in the m edia.

304. For example, the events surrounding Dr. Potti's work at Duke University were the

catalyst to the Institute of M edicine's formation of a committee, which then published a 300 pa'ge

report titled Evolution ofTranslational Omics.. L essons Learned and the Path Forward.

305. By way of other examples, on September 10, 201 1, The Econom ist published an

article about the Potti scandal titled M isconduct in science: An Jrrtz.v oferrors; on February 12,

2012, 60 M inutes ran a story on the Potti scandal titled çr eception at Duke.''

306. ln The Economist article, Duke University's Vice-chancellor in Charge of
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Clinical Research, is quoted as saying, Klajs weevaluated the issues, we had the chance to

review our system s and we believe we have identiied, and are implementing, an improved

a roach.''PP

307. 0n January 26, 2015, Dr. Califf- who has taken a leave of absence from Duke

University to serve as Deputy Commissioner for M edical Products and Tobacco at the U.S. Food

and Dnzg Adm inistration- was quoted in the Triangle Business Journal on the Potti scandal. Dr.

Califl- said that Hgtqhere were systems that were not adequate, as we stated. . . . That wms a tough

one, I think, for the whole institution.''

308. Dr. Califf is also quoted in the Triangle Business Journal article as stating that

Duke University had GGlearned the importance of high-quality evidence, and not just taking

somebody's word for it-''

309. n e Pulmonary Division was also faced with a separate instance of research

m isconduct during the relevant time period.

310. On October 14, 201 1, HHS issued a tinding of research misconduct against Dr.

Sham:rendra Sanyal, a former postdoctoral scholar within the Pulmonary Division. Dr. Sanyal

' worked under the supervision of Dr. Eu.

31 l . The Oc ce of Research Integrity found that Dr. Sanyal engaged in research

m isconduct by falsifying daG in a pant applications submitted to the Nll'l as well as another

federal agency.

312. The circumstances surrounding the research misconduct of Dr. Sanyal further

evidence Duke University's failure to comply with its assurances under the Regulations (42

C.F.R. jj 93.3004c) and 93.412(a)) to foster an environment that promotes the responsible

conduct of research.

J. The Defendants' acts and omissions occurred u owingly.

313. At a1l relevant times, Potts-Kant and Foster were employees and/or agents of
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Duke University and/or DUHS, and acting in the course and scope of their employment and/or

agency.

314. At al1 relevant times, other Principal lnvestigators and researchers at Duke

University (both within and outside of the Pulmonary Division) were employees and/or agents of

Duke University and/or DUHS, and acting in the course and scope of their employment and/or

agency.

Defendants each lcnew that research results and related publications were

fundamental to the grant system, and reported in grant applications and progress reports to secure

grant funding.

3 16. Potts-Kant knew that the reported research results in question were false and/or

fabricated, having generated the results herself.

317. Foster, Duke University, and DUHS knew that the reported research results in

question were false and/or fabricated, for the reasons explained below.

(i) Foster, Duke Universits and DUHS ignored repeated warnings and about the
Foster Lab's research m isconduct.

318. W hen Potts-Kant presented a paper she had co-authored, Dr. W ayne M itzmer,

Director of the Respiratory Biology& ung Disease Program at Johns Hopkins University,

questioned the validity of the Foster Lab's data. Due to the low statistical error of the data

despite the low sample sizes, Dr. M itzner believed the data to be manipulated or doctored. Upon

information and belietl without checking the raw data, Foster vigorously defended Potts-Kant

and his Iaboratory.

319. Di. Jamie Cypherq a researcher with the M EHS, also questioned the Foster Lab's

data. Dr. Cyphert was unable to reproduce their results. She then requested a copy of the

experiment's Rscript'' for theFexlvent machine to try to replicate the experiment and confrm the

results. The Foster Lab refused to provide the requested script to Dr. Cyphert.
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320. In fact, Foster, Potts-Kant, and the Foster Lab refused to share jlexlNknt scripts

with anyone.

321. ln 2010 or 2011, Dr. Eu advised Foster and Dr. Hollingswodh that he suspected

Potts-Kant of falsifying results. Dr. Eu Rblinded'' Potts-Kant to an experiment and confirmed his

suspicions, and then told Foster and Dr. Hollingsworth what he had found and they ignored his

COIICCO S.

322. On information and belief, M r.Giamberardino raised concerns of possible

research misconduct involving Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab during the period between 2010

and 2012. M r. Giam berardino stated that Potts-Kant should have been tûblinded'' from aspects of

experiments.

323. Accordingly, Principal Investigators within the Pulmonary Division were both

warned and gave warnings about Potts-Kant's and the Foster Lab's fraudulent research results. In

addition, Dr. Eu confirmed his suspicions and reported that information to other Principal

Investigators within the Pulmonary Division.

324. Under the Regulations, these warnings constituted allegations of possible research

misconduct that-were required to'be reported on Duke University's Institutional Assurance and

Annual Report.

In addition, Duke University had actual knowledge of research misconduct by

Potts-Kant in M arch 2013.

(ii) There were obvious red llags .about Potts-Kant's methods.

326. The facts surrounding Potts-Kant's work indicate that Foster and others within the

Pulmonary Division knew that Potts-Kant was engaging in research misconduct and fraud.

327. Potts-Kant's method of processing m ice tllrough the m achines grossly deviated

from acceptable scientitk standards and research protocols.

328. For example, there were only two#exfvent machines in the Pulmonary Division:
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one in the Foster Lab, in one in the laboratory of Dr. W alker. M s. n eriot operated the tlexivent

machine in Dr. W alker's lab.

329. Potts-Kant and Ms. Theriot were equally experienced with theFcxlYent machine.

330. It took Potts-Kant about tllree minutes to process a mouse through the Jexlvent

machine. The same work took her cbunterpart, M s. Theriot, abotlt 20 minutes per mouse. There

is no reasonable basis to believe that Potts-Kant could have correctly processed mice so quickly.

Foster would become defensive and refuse to cooperate with anyone who was also

collaborating with Dr. W alker's lab or M s. Therios.

332. The large number of publications Potts-Kant co-authored was unusual in light of

her relative youth and inexperience. Further, the number of publications that Foster himself co-

authored increased dramatically after Potts-Kant was hired in 2005.

The false and fabricated data reported by Potts-Kant was also Ktoo good to be

true,'' in that, in too many instances, they supported the stated hypotheses and desired outcome,

and/or were statistically significant.

(iii) Foster recklessly disregarded the truth or falsity of Potts-Kant's research
results.

334. Foster was responsible for supervising Potts-Kant's work and he failed to do so.

His supervision of her was, at bejt, reckless. Foster was purportedly one of the world's leading

experts in his tield. Potts-Kant was a younpjunior employee.

335. During the time that Potts-Kant worked in the Pulmonary Division, Foster either:

(i) failed to review Potts-Kant's data for accuracy; (ii) failed to compare her reported da> with

the raw data produced and stored by the machines; (iii) failed to appropriately review Potts-

Kant's data; or (iv) reviewed Potts-Kant's data and, therefore, would have understood that it was

false and/or fabricated.

336. Likewise, other Principal Investigators and researchers either: (i) failed to review
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Potts-Kant's data for accuracy; (ii) failed to compare her reported data with the raw da>

produced and stored by the machines; (iii) failed to appropriately review Potts-Kant's data; or

(iv) reviewed Potts-Kant's data and, therefore, would have understood that it was false and/or

fabricated.

337. As explained above, the failure to supervise Potts-Kant occurred during a time

period when (among other things): (i) wamings about Potts-Kant's work had been made and

received within the Pulmonary Division; (ii) the significant Potti research misconduct scandal

was tmfolding, which purplm edly caused Duke University to mview ..it5 systems, implement an

improved approach, and have Rlearned the importance of high-quality evidence, and not just

taking somebody's word for iq'' and (iii) another researcher in the Pulmonary Division had been

found to have engaged in research misconduct.

338. The failures described above esGblish Duke University's failure to foster an

environment that promotes the responsible conduct of research, discourage research misconduct,

and deal promptly with allegations or evidence of research m isconduct as required in 42 C.F.R.

jj 93.300(c).and 93.412(a) and in violation of Duke University's assuyanqqs of compliance with

the Regulations.

(iv) Summary of knowledge/scienter that the reported research results were false and/or
fabricated for Foster, Duke, and DUH S.

339. Foster knew that the reported research results were false and/or fabricated for

reasons that include, but are not limited, to the following:

Foster was responsible for designing experiments Potts-Kant conducted,

supervising Potts-Kant's actual performance of the experiments, and

intep reting the results.

'rhe sheer scope, duration, and differing types of Potts-Kant's activities in

creating the false data over a period of years indicates that her direct

b.
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supervisor was involved. These activities included Potts-Kant's failure to

perform certain experim ents, failure to preserve the raw data from many of

the those experiments that she did perlbrm, failure to follow expelimental

protocols, fabrication of certain research results, and alteration of other

research results.

The false research results reported in grant applications and pant progress

reports, and reported in the publications funded by the grants, were too

complex and required too much expertise for Potts-Kant to have

C.

developed on her own, given her limited experience and training.

Foster failed to supervise Potts-Kant.

Raw data did not exist to support some of the reported research results.

Foster received wam ings about Potts-Kant's work. His failure to follow-

up indicates either that: (i) he already understood that the work was

fraudulent; or (ii) he acted with reckless disregard and/or was deliberately

ir orant to the truth or falsity of Potts Kant's work.

.g. The large number of publications that Potts-Kant co-authoredk

h. The number of publications that Foster himself co-authored increased

dramatically after Potts-Kant was hired.

The data reported by Potts-Kant was Ittoo good to be true.''

Foster refused to provide other researchers with the.raw data or/cxivent

scripts that would allow other researchers to attempt to replicate or verify

the Foster Lab's results when those researchers requested such

information.

J-

340. Other Duke University and/or

snanagers had actual and

DUHS Principal lnvestigators, executives and

specitic knowledge that Potts-Kant's reported research results in
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question were false and/or fabricated by no later than M arch 2013 after Potts-Kant leA Duke

University.

341. Even before that, other Duke University and/or DUHS Principal lnvestigators,

executives, and managers knew that Potts-Kant and Foster Lab research results were false and/or

fabricated for reasons that include, but are not limited, to the following:

a. Principal lnvestigators were responsible for designing experiments that

Potts-Kant conducted, supervising Potts-Kant's actual performance of the

experiments, and intep reting the results.

b. Principal lnvestigators failed to supervise Potts-Kant.

c. ' Raw data did not exist to support some of the reported research results.

d. Employees in the Pulmonary Division knew that results reported by Potts-

Kant and the Foster Lab were not reliable.

W arnings about Potts-Kant's work had been given and received.

Dr. Eu had confirmed his suspicions that Potts-Kant was falsifying and/or

fabricating .data and reported that contirmation to other Principal

Investigators within the Pulm onary Division.

The data reported by Potts-Kant was çttoo good to be true.''

After becoming concerned that Potts-Kant may have falsified and/or

fabricated da1 in M arch 20 13, the review team created by Duke

University put affected researchers- such as Foster- in leadership roles.

These appointments violated Duke University' obligations under 42

C.F.R. j 93.300(19.

Duke University continued to use the false and/or fabricated data in grant

applications and grant activities after M arch 2013. For example, Duke

University had actual knowledge that the research results reported in the
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grant application for the SP-A project in the fall of 2013 were fabricated

and/or false when it submitted the application.

Duke University and/or DUHS refused to disclose to other researchers or

the govem ment known problems with the research results reported by

Potts-Kant and the Foster Lab.

K. The Defendants' acts and om issions were material.

342. The previously identifed false sGtements and records made and used by the

D'ifeiidiùtj Were 'fnatériél, becau'se théy hàd a 'nafural- téùdericy to influéizce,' or be capable of

influencing, the M H's and EPA'S payment of grant funds. For example, such false statements

and records were material because:

'They were made in the grant applications, progress reports, and the

Instimtional Assurance and Annual Report.

'Fhey were required to be included in the grant applications, progress

reports, and the Institutional Assurance and Annual Report.

b.

They related to the provision .of preliminary data, oth.er research results,

d experiments that had ' allege'dly 'bi en p' erformed as the basis foran

supporting the proposed research, and therefore were likely to aFect the

N1H's and the EPA'S funding decisions. Defendants knew that the report

of false and/or fabricated preliminary data and other data would cause the

applications to receive ârtificially high priority rankings, and be more

likely to cause the N1H and the EPA to award the grant.

They falsely reported results of experiments that would, if accurate, prove

and/or support research hypotheses.

The physiological phenomenon that were the subject of the Foster Lab's

false and fabricated research results were central to hypotheses asserted in

6 1
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grant applications and discussed in the pant progress reports. n ese

reported physiological results were convincing- but false and

gaudulent--evidence that the asserted hypotheses had been proven by

properly designed and conducted experiments with observed, documented,

and reproducible results.

They falsely reported results of experiments that would, if accurate,

support the need for additional research using additional grant funding.

343. Defendant Duke University has knowingly made false statements and

tl

representations to the Government by virtue of (1) providing false reports and summaries of

research results in grant applications and grant progress reports; (2) by citing gaudulent

scientific papers in support of its grant funding and by representing that the results reported in

the publications had been ftmded by M H grants; (3) by falsely certifying compliance with its

assurances and 42 C.F.R. Parts 50 and 93 or 40 C.F.R. PM  40, the NtI'I Grants Policy Statement,

or the EPA Research and Related Terms and Conditions, and all Federal laws and regulations;

and (4) by fraudulrntly and wrongfully retaining grant funds aft. çr discoveripg th. e fraud and lack

of compliance with the p ant term s and conditions.

L. Failure to Disclose and Concealment.

344. Duke University, DUHS, and Foster acted to conceal and withhold their actual

knowledge of widespread research fraud, grant fraud, and their obligations to repay grant funds

' to N1H and EPA. ln addition, Duke University, DUHS, and Foster knowingly and imptoperly

sought to avoid or decrease their obligations to pay money to the Govemment.

345. n ese actions establish Duke University's failure to foster an environment that

promotes the responsible conduct of research, discourage research misconduct and deal

promptly with allegations or evidence of research misconduct as required under 42 C.F.R. jj

93.3004c) and 93.4124a) and Duke University's assurances of compliance with the Regulations.
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W . Causes of Action

Count One: False or Fraudulent Claims in G rant Applications and Grant Progress
Reports (AIl Defendants), 31 U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(A)

346. 'Fhomas incom orates paragraphs 1-345 as if fully set forth in Count One.

347. The United States seeks relief against Drfendants under the False Claims Act, 31

U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(A).

348. From 2006-2013, Potts-Kant knowingly caused to be presented, false or

fraudulent claims for grant payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the M H,

the EPA, and other United States grant-making agencies, with respect to grants listed in Exhibit

C.

349. From 2006-2013, Potts-Kant knowingly caused to be presented, false or

fraudulent claims for grant payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH,

the EPA, and other United States grant-making agencies, with respect to grants listed in Exhibit

C-1.

350. From 2006-2014, Foster knowingly caused to be presented, false or fraudulent

claims for grant payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the NlH, the EPA,
. 

'

and other United States grant-making agencies, with respect to grants listed in Exhibit C.

351. From 2006-2014, Foster knowingly caused to be presented, false or fraudulent

claims for grant payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH, the EPA,

and other United States grant-making agencies, with respect to grants listed in Exhibit C-1.

352. As a result of Defendants' research misconduct and fraud, as well as their other

actions and om issions, Duke University knowingly presented false or fraudulent claims for grant

payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH, the EPA, and other United

States grant-making agencies, with respect to the grants listed in Exhibit C.

353. As a result of Defendants' research m isconduct and âaud, as well as their other
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actions and omissions, Duke University knowingly caused to be presented false or fraudulent

claims for grant payments in applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH, the EPA,

and other United Sutes grant-making agencies, with respect to the grants listed in Exhibit C-1.

354. n ese claims were false or fraudulent because they were: (i) based on false,

fabricated, and/or fraudulent statements of research results; (ii) based on publications lhat

included false, fabricated, and/or fraudulent statements of reseârch results; and/or (iii) included

false certitk ations.

The false or gaudulent statements of research results, publications that included

false, fabricated, and/or fraudulent statem ents of research results, and false certifications were

material to the grant-m aldng agencies' decision to fund the grants.

356. As a result of the false or fraudulent claim s, the United States sustained direct and

substantial monetary damages, in the amount of the federal funds paid to Duke University on the

grants identified in Exhibit C. These dam ages include, at a minhnum, the total costs of the

pants identified in Exhibit C, in an amount exceeding $82,000,000.

As a result of the false or fraudulent claim s, the United States sustained direct and

substanlial monetary damages, in the amount of the federal funds paid on the grants identifed in

Exhibit C-1. These damages include, at 'a minimum, the total costs of the grants identitied in

Exhibit C-1, in an amount exceeding $120,000,000.

358. The false or fraudulent claims proximately caused additional damages, deprived

other researchers of access to scarce NIH funds and EPA funds, and misled other scientists to

obtain federal funds for studies that otherwise would not have been pursued.

359. By reason of the false or fraudulent claims, the United States has sustained

damages in a substantial amount to be determ ined at trial, and is entitled to treble damages plus a

civil penalty for each violation.
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Count Two: False Records or Statements in Grant Applications, Grant Progress Reports,
and Institutional Assurance and Annual Reports (AlI Defendants); 31 U.S.C. j

3729(a)(1)(B)

360. Thomas incorporates paragraphs 1-359 as if fully set forth in Count Two.

361. n e United States seeks relief against Defendants under the False Claim s Act, 31

U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(B).

362. Defendants kriowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false records or

statements material to a false or gaudulent claim s for grant payments, that were made in

appliùaliöns ànd prögress reports submitted to the NII-l, the EPA, and other United States grant-

making agencies, with respect to the grants listed in Exhibit C.

363. Defendants knowingly made, used, or c'aused to be rflade or used, false records or

statements material to false or gaudulent claim s for grant payments, that were made in

applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH, the EPA, and other United States grant-

making agencies, with respect to the grants listed in Exhibit C-1.

364. 'T'he false records or statements include: (i) false statements of research results

made in grant applications or granj progress reports; (ii) false publications reported in the Fant

applicàtions and prègress reportjj (iii) false certifications irl the grant applications and progress

reports; (iv) the grént applications and progress reports, as false records; and (v) false

certifications in the lnstitutional Assurance and Annual Reports.

365. The false records or statements were material to the grant-m aking agencies'

decision to fund the grants.

366. As a result of the false records or statements, the United States sustained direct

and subsGntial monetary damages, in the amount of the federal funds paid to Duke University

on the pants identitied in Exhibit C. n ese damages include, at a minimum, the total costs of

the grants identitied in Exhibit C; in an amount exceeding .$82,000,000.

367. As a result of the false records or sàtements, the United States sustained direct
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and subsGntial monetary damages, in the amount of the federal funds paid on the grants

identified in Exhibit C-1. These damages include, at a minimum, the toul costs of the grants

identified in Exhibit C-1, in an amount exceeding $120,000,000.

368. The false records or sutements proximately caused additional damages, deprived

other researchers of access to scarce NIFI funds and EPA funds, and misled other scientists to

obtain federal funds for studies that otherwise would not have been pursued.

369. By reason of the false records or statements, the United States has sustained

damages in a substantial amount to be determined at trial, and is entitled to treble'damages plus a

civil penalty for each violation.

Count Three: Reverse False Claims (AlI Defendants); 31 U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(G)

370. Thomas incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 369 above as if fully set

forth in Count n ree.

The United States seeks relief against Defendants under the False Claims Act, 31

U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(G).

372. Duke University has an obligation to repay grant funds: (i) when Duke University

failed to comply with the terms and conditions of the grant award; (ii) that were spent in support

of activities that involved research misconduct; or (iii) that were used to disseminate deliberately

false or m isleading information.

For the grants identified in Exhibit C, Duke University failed to comply with the

tefms a'nd c6nditions' of tlçè gfàn' t awàrds.

374. Defendants engaged in wide-spread research misconduct, misconduct that was

supported by grants identified in Exhibit C.

Using grants identified in Exhibit C, Defendants disseminated deliberately false

or m isleading information in publications, grant applications, ànd grant progress reports.

376. Defendants have knowingly made or used false records and sttements material to
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Duke University's obligation to repay grant funds.

377. Defendants have also knowingly concealed or knowingly and improperly

attempted to avoid or decrease Duke University's obligation to repay grant funds.

378. Duke University has wrongfully withheld repayment of grant funds.

379. By reason of Defendants' actions and omissions, the United States has sustained

dam ages in a substantial amount to be determined at trial, and is entitled to treble damages plus a

civil penalty for each violation.

Coùnt Four: False or Frauduleàt Claims in Grant Applications and Grant Progress
Reports with Respect to Duke's Assurance Status (Duke University and DUHSI; 31 U.S.C.

j 3729(a)(1)(A)

380. Thomas incorporates paragraphs 1-379 as if fully set forth in Count Four.

381. n e United States seeks relief against Duke University and DUHS under the False

Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(A).

382. Duke University falsely certiGed its compliance with its assurances to the

Government with respect to the Regulations for some or al1 of the calendar years from 2007 to

2015. Duke University made the false certitk ations knowingly.

383. During those years, Dulce University knowihgly failed tö report to ORl allegations

of possible research misconduct, and failed to conduct warranted and timely inquiries and

investigations into the allegations.

384. During those years, Duke University knowingly failed to foster an appropriate

research environment.

385. During those years, Duke University knowingly failed to otherwise comply with

the Regulations.

386. During those years, Duke University knowingly failed to forthrightly deal with

possible research misconduct.

387. As a result Duke University knowingly made false or âaudulent claims for grant
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payments in all grant applications and all grant progress reports submitted to the NIH after the

date on which Duke University failed to comply with its assurances to the Government with

respect to the Regulations.

388. All such claim s during those years were false or fraudulent because they included

false certifications that Duke University: (i) complies with PHS regulations concerning reporting

possible research misconduct; (ii) fosters an appropriate research environment; (iii) deals

forthrightly with possible

Regulationsu

research misconduct; and (iv) otherwise complies with the

389. The false or fraudulent certitications were material to the Nll-l's decision to fund

each grant paid to Duke University during some or all of the calendar years from 2007 to 2015.

390. As a result of the false or gaudulent claim s, the United States sustained direct and

substantial monetary damages, in the amount of a1l federal funds paid to Duke University for

M H grants during some or a1l of the calendar years from 2007 to 2015.

391. By reason of the false or fraudulent claims, the United States has sustained

damages in a substantial amount to be determined at trial, and is entijled to treble damages plus a

civil penalty for each violation.

Count Five: False Rekords or Statements with Respect to Duke's Assurance Status (Duke
University and DUHSI; 31 U.S.C. j 3729(a)(1)(B)

392. Thomas incorporates parar aphs 1-391 as if fully set forth in Count Five.

393. The United States seeks relief against Duke University and DUHS under the False

Claims Act, 3 1 U.S.C. 5 3729(a)(1)(B).

394. Duke University and DUHS knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used,

false records or statements material to false or fraudulent claims for grant payments, that were

made in applications and progress reports submitted to the NIH.

The false records or statements include the false certitications in Duke
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University's Instimtional Assurance and M nual Reports, submitted to 0R1 with respect to some

or all of the calendar years from 2007 to 2015.

396. The false records or statements also include the false certifications in all Duke

University's grant applications and grant progress reports for all N1H grants submitted after the

date on which Duke University knowingly failed to comply with its assurances to the

Govenzment with respect to the Regulations.

397. Duke University's false certifications in the Institutional Assurance and Annual

Reports were madç knowingly.

398. Duke University's false certifkations in pant applications and grant progress

reports were made knowingly.

399. The false certitkations in Duke University's lnstitutional Assurance and Annual

Reports were material. Based on the false certifications for a11 or some of the calendar years

2007 through 2015, Duke University maintained its assurance status, which was required for

Duke University to receive NIH grant funding.

400. The false certitk ations in Duke University's NIH grant applications and grant

progress reports were material to the Nlll's decision to fund each grant phid to Duke University

during some or a11 of the calendar years from 2007 to 2015.

401. As a result of the false records or statements, the United States sustained direct

and substntial monetary damages, in the amount of the federal funds paid to Duke University

for al1 NIH grants during some or all the calendar years 2007 through 2015.,

402. By reason of the false records or statements, the United States has sustained

dam ages in a substantial amount to be determined at trial, and is entitled to treble damages plus a

civil penalty for each violation.

V.11. Prayer for Relief

WHEREFORE, Relator, on behalf of the United Sutes, prays thatjudm ent be entered in
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their favor and against Defendants as follows:

1. That Defendants pay the United States triple the amount of its damages to be

determined, plus civil penalties of up to $1 1,000 for each false claim, statement, or record;

That the Relator be awarded a1l reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, pursuant to

31 U.S.C. jj 3730(d)(1) and/or (d)(2);

That in the event the United States proceeds with this action, the Relator, for

bringing this action, be awarded an amount of at least 15 percent but not more than 25 percent of

the prqçeeds of any award or the .settlemept of the claims;

That in the event the United States does not proceed with this action, the Relator

be awarded an amount that the Court decides is reasonable for collecting the civil'penalty and

damages, which shall be not less than 25 percent nor more than 30 percent of the proceeds of any

award or settlem ent;

5. That the Relator be awarded the m aximum amount allowed pursuant to 31 U.S.C.

j 3730(d);

6. That the Relator be awarded pre-judgment and post-judgment interest; and

The Court award such other and further relief as is just, equitable and proper;

Relator requests a jury on aII issues so triable.

November 12, 2015.

QD- .THO

B .y.
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Michael J. Finney (VSB No. 78484)
John R. n omas, Jr. (VSB No. 75510)
Daniel R. Sullivan (VSB No. 81550)
Andrew M. Bowman (VSB No. 86754)
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P.O. Box 40013
Roanoke, Virginia 24022-0013
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' Counselfor Relator Joseph M FJIO-J.N

CERTIFICATE OF SERW CE

l hereby certify that on this 12th day of November, 2015, a true and correct copy of the

foregoing was served by hand delivery on Anthony P. Giorno, United States Attorney for the

W estern District of Virginia and Itick A. M ountcastle and Sara Bugbee W inn, Assistant United

1St street S.W ., Room 906 Roanoke, VA 2401 1.States Attorneys, 310 , ,

I further certify that on the 12th day of November, 2015, a true and correct copy of the

foregoing was served via certified mail on the United States Attorney General pursuant to Fed.

R. Civ. P. 4(i).

Pursuant to 31 U.S.C. j 3730(b)(2), and this Court's Order entered July 9, 2015, the

matter is under seal and, therefore, Defendants will not be served with these pleadings.
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